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There are new horizons in the social, economic an d
political development of the nation which call for continuing
appraisal of our water resources . Pragmatic objectives nee d
to be measured against values, desires and expectations . At
the same time, the realities of political power and social organ-
ization must be considered .

Some of these facets of today's water problems wer e
discussed in a series of weekly seminars offered during Sprin g
Quarter 1968 on the campus of Oregon State University . The
presentations were open to faculty, students, representatives o f
federal and state agencies, and the general public .

These seminars represent part of the effort on campu s
to bring to the subject of natural resources the skills of many
disciplines . A number of the speakers are members of a facult y
group which was formed in April of this year to exchange idea s
and explore ways to increase communication among discipline s
regarding man's total environment. It is recognized that mor e
effective contact is also required, in the form of booklets suc h
as this and other means, with the individuals and organization s
off campus who are concerned with enhancing our communities .

Emery N . Castle
Directo r

Corvallis, Oregon
July 1968
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Presented March 28, 1968 by CHARLES A . DeDEURWAERDER, Associate
Professor of Landscape Architecture, Oregon State University, Corvallis ,
Oregon .
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M an's need for, and in fact, absolute dependency on, water as a life -
giving basic requires no reaffirmation . Instinctively, man has built

structures for the use and control of water . Moreover, he has located hi s
principal places of habitation in association with water as a source of drink ,
of transport, and of power . Probably even before building structure fo r
shelter, man built walls for catching and retaining water and thereb y
created spatial enclosures on a human scale .

The selection of site for communal living most logically was a
process of finding the area of greatest natural support for life's basic need s
and of nature's least resistance to man's intrusion . In illustration refer to
the establishment of the earliest Egyptian villages along the banks of the
Nile emphasizing the magnetic attraction of the river . Note also the pre-
ponderance of human settlements in the first days of our western civili-
zation locating adjacent to the Mediterranean Sea . However, the water' s
edge habitation was not the only city- site of the times .

The artificial pond and the subsurface outlet provided the susten-
ance for many communities which found other basic influences primary i n
selection of a site (influences like a food source or defense structure) . In
each case water, directly or indirectly, has strongly influenced the form o f
the urban structure to emerge and the pattern and texture of the urban fabric .

SUSTAINER OF LIF E

At the outset water in combination with the technological limita-
tions of man (in transportation accommodation) has been an ultimate deter -
mining factor of the location of the outer limits of the settlement and in -
directly of the density of development .
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Urban transport by wheeled vehicle did not become standard unti l
the 14th century after Christ . Prior to that time, movement was restricted
heavily to foot traffic -- either pedestrian or equestrian -- and to a larg e
extent was limited in daily mileage by the distance a human being is willing
to walk with a burden of some sort . Thereby the outer ring of the community
was clearly determined by the maximum carrying distance to and from th e
water source .

In like fashion the maximum density of the community within reac h
of the water-source was determined by the capacity of the source to provid e
adequately . When the community grew to the point of straining either th e
comfortable distance to the water-supply or the adequacy of that supply ,
the overflow population would be forced to seek a new source either b y
relocating or by tapping a new well or developing new storage structures .

In the very beginning, then, of man's civilized world, man has
seen water indirectly determine the form and fabric of his settlements .
With the sophistication of his civilization, the influence of water has assume d
varied proportions but has remained a key determinant . Recognizing the
potentials of water as a determinant of urban size and shape, the planne r
of tomorrow's urban structure might find in that vital liquid his mos t
valuable tool for control .

	DEFENSE STRUCTUR E

Subtly in earliest times the water source, combined with a reason -
able limit of walking distance, led to the radial (in the case of a well) o r
lineal city form (in the case of a river or lake edge development) . However ,
not until the progression (or regression) of civilization into the age of man
the plunderer and conqueror did the relationship between water and urba n
fabric come clearly into focus as a giver of urban form . Nature, man
found, was capable of providing the best defenses .

As pointed out in Hilberseimer's Nature of Cities, "Settlement s
on hills or on islands made use of natural advantages . Man even learne d
to make artificial islands in imitation of nature . Settlements of lake
dwellers built on platforms supported by posts gave to their inhabitants the
full protection of a water barrier . "

Topographical features unquestionably offered the best defense s
and more often than not, those features were water induced -- islands i n
the sea, lakes and rivers ; peninsulas formed by river bends or the con-
fluence of rivers ; cape formations along the shores of seas and lakes, etc .
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Clear examples from early periods of history are illustrated b y
Tyre and Motya (Phoenician cities) on islands off the coasts of Syria and
Sicily, Strahlund in the Baltic Sea, Rhodes of Greek fame and Arne in Lake
Copias . The island strongholds were an extreme sophistication, however ,
of early lake settlements such as those reconstructed graphically fro m
ruins at Glastonbury and Lake Zurich.

Even Paris and Luebeck took early form from river boundarie s
around island towns . Durham grew to greatness on a peninsula formed by
a U-bend in the River Weir . Bern in Switzerland takes similar shape an d
Lyon in France drew its peak form from the confluence of the Rhone an d
Saone Rivers .

Cape formations - mountain promontories or bluffs jutting into th e
sea or lakes have traditionally been favored sites for community develop-
ment and tended to provide definite limitations for urban sprawl . Norma in
Italy, Amphissa and Thera in Greece, and Corcula (a Dalmation city) wer e
promontory-based jutting into the seas adjacent . Thera was a long narrow
city lying along the mountain ridge with one full-length main street and fe w
crossings . Corcula was similar but on more gentle topography with sligh t
slopes from water-line to cathedral-base .

COMMUNITY DEFINITION

The effects of the water border on the urban structure as communit y
were profound . The book Architecture without Architects by Rudofsky
pictorially docurnnents an esthetic reaction of man to his urban environment .
As pointed out by that classic collection of observations, "the tendency to
build on sites of difficult access can be traced to a desire for security bu t
perhaps even more so to the need for defining a community's borders . In
the old world, many towns are still solidly enclosed by moats and lagoon s
that have long lost their defensive value . The very word urbanity is linke d
to them, the Latin 'urbs' meaning walled town . Hence, a town that aspire s
to being a work of art must be as finite as a painting, a book, or a piece o f
music . "

• As such a composition it may then assume its potential as a source
of pr▪ ide and identification for its citizenry .

Cnidos on the southwest coast of Asia Minor may provide for us a
good bridge between a relationship of city and water as defense and tha t
relationship as community definition . The recognition of community appear s
to have most meaning as civilization evolves into a trade-dependent structur e
and city dwellers become less and less self-sufficient .



As an ancient city, Cnidos was clearly a defense-oriented settle-
ment beginning on a promontory nearly surrounded by the sea . With
successive changes in the basic economic systems of the regional civili-
zation, the city grew to several clear boundaries . In each case of urban
expansion the city limit was defined by moat and canal development reflectin g
the feeling of security provided for inhabitants of the original city but als o
the city-center orientation, pride and identification made possible by com-
plete water encirclement . The strong advantage of the canal, river o r
moat boundary over the structural wall is provided by the distinct environ-
mental experience provided by movement over water in contrast to the
momentary blackout of passing through a wall .

Certainly the period of the middle ages shows best the fulles t
potentials of community emerging from the conglomeration of building s
making up the city-structure . Palma Nova, Berlin, Paris, Stockholm and
Venice rose through a strong development period of self orientation i n
medieval times .

The medieval city, like the Greek city, was a free, self-governin g
community, a free commonwealth with its own constitution . It was a city
of consistency . Its interior spaces were intimate and varied . It-was built
by and for pedestrians . The intrigue of the urban fabric encouraged move-
ment but the scale remained in constant touch with the human being . The
age was one of respect and awe . The church, monastery and cathedra l
served to unify . The entire community was dominated structurally by it s
cathedral and the neighborhoods in turn by their somewhat smaller churches .
The town limits were clearly outlined by wall and moat or river and the
total provided very much of a sense of belonging .

The sense of community, however, coupled with the changing
economy became a self-defeating principle . Such a sense, allowing and
encouraging a free competitive spirit and atmosphere, resulted in a bur-
geoning city size, an advancement from simple craftsmanship to areas o f
specialization, a renewed glorification of individuals and a new rise o f
bureaucracy to serve the emerging leaders . The creative energy of the
people who built the new cities was beyond measure . The crafts becam e
differentiated ; production diversified . A new kind of urban populatio n
arose guided by a spirit of independence .

THE TRADE ROUTE
AND SOURCE OF COMMUNICATION S

With the strengthening of cities came the reintroduction of trad e
as a way of life (as it had been at the peak of the Roman Empire) . The
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trade revival in turn rejuvenated old cities and stimulated the growth o f
those newly formed .

The dependency of the medieval community on the river or seasid e
for its drink and recreation expanded into a full embrace of the channel as
the front door to home . Water provided the easiest path for long-distanc e
travel ; it aided in the effort of moving goods and allowed for news from out -
side to reach the increasingly curious city-dweller . Via the water-boun d
trade routes the cities could not only distribute for profit their own loca l
products but could find themselves on the 'receiving end for materials no t
available in their region .

The river and the seas therefore became status symbols, object s
of orientation, and foci of attention . Venice, Istanbul, Versailles, the citie s
of the Rhine, the Rhone and the Danube turned their faces to the water . The
principal spaces of the town opened to the water and its observance was a
major part of the daily ritual . With the development of baroque desig n
themes ; i . e . , the vista, alley and avenue cutting swaths through the medieval
mish-mash; water and the city's front door could be exposed to all parts o f
the community .

The great urban renewal efforts of the 16th and 17th centuries ,
through exciting new avenues for horsedrawn carriages and for review o f
armies on parade, served as opportunities to open the inner heart of the
congested pedestrian cities to the water at their edges .

POWER SOURC E

Along with the new orientation on trade and water and the diversi-
fication of industry and effort came a strongly magnified concentration on
production . The small crafts formerly dependent on hand power edged to -
ward the mass production of specialty parts and the guildhouses grew int o
factories requiring power sources beyond human capacities . Here again
water provided the helping hand and the river front became the base of th e
community's production efforts . The factory provided the new medium of
exchange (money) to provide in turn for the purchase of life ' s new necessities .

It was only natural, then, to see the factory emerge as the domi-
nant element of the community and for industrial production to replace a
family-guild oriented craftsmanship as principal interest . The single
factory was soon superseded by collections of factories .

The urban spread was limited by the size of the industrial comple x
which provided its employment base . That complex in turn was limited by
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the head of water available to provide a power source for the factories .
Water again clearly dictated the size of communities but the communit y
couldn't care less . Instead of worship and glorification the river was villi-
fied and exploited . And no wonder . By placing the industrial complex at
river's edge the automatic next step was to use that very same provider o f
life as a receptacle for life's wastes .

The river then, in short order, lost its impact as a source o f
beauty and inspiration and an invitation to recreation, and became littl e
more than open sewer and power source for machinery .

It is particularly noticeable that no time in the history of civilizatio n
has the river been held in lower esteem than in the last two hundred years .
In direct correlation, the river in the last two centuries has retaliated b y
offering less influence on urban form than ever before and allowing foolis h
man to see city cease to be community .

The introduction of the steam engine and then the gas turbine an d
electric power (not to mention man's newfound ability to fly) have allowe d
him to step farther and farther from the water's edge . His technology ha s
allowed him to bring water to nearly any spot on earth and to exploit th e
landscape with little concern or respect for water, even as a locational
determinant for settlement. With some dependability he even seems t o
make a habit of building in areas regularly subject to inundation .

NEIGHBORHOOD ARTICULATO R

The re-emergence of water, then, as urban form-giver in it s
fullest potential is the concern of this paper . Constant change within the
urban environment is the essence of our problem . We are no longer dealing
with cities of the type mankind has known for the last two thousand years ,
much less the smaller settlements known for many thousands of years .

Around the beginning of the nineteenth century, the city began t o
change from a simple polis into a new organism we'll call metropolis . It
lost its central orientation and gained tens even hundreds of points of iden-
tification until it essentially had none at all . The city of today cannot b e
compared with that of the past with its walled limits and its neighborhoods
clearly built around central points (the shops, offices, government buildings ,
or church) .

The city has instead become merely a continuous urban blanke t
spreading over the countryside studded with competitive clusters of struc-
tures providing similar physical amenities to overlapping bands of residents .
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The transportation technology has allowed for complete abandonment of
distance as a factor in identification and for the city to lose all impact a s
an element of• pride .

With selective observation, one 'might find those urban areas stil l
fighting the trends, 'those wherein : community pride and identification are
still tangible assets in urban living . Venice is one, and Amsterdam;
London and Philadelphia are enjoying a renaissance of community and eve n
that most-damned of all urban conglomerations, Los Angeles, is showin g
new potentials for success as a city . Why? Water . Or at least a suggestion
of water or its characteristics .
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Venice and Amsterdam have survived age after age of city develop-
ment and change . They have uniquely retained their basic characteristic s
of cities with consistent pride and identification .

Even through the briefest of exposures, the feelings of the resident s
for their communities and their complete concern for their neighbors and
neighborhood can be strongly felt . Indeed the canals and water channels in
both cities have been .strong enough boundaries and have occurred in ade-
quate ,frequency to keep the cities articulated into discernible neighborhoods .
They have provided not only . a border between individual communities but
have also offered one ,of several transportation media flowing between but
not through the communities . As a wall between neighborhoods the wate r
has served to provide strong separation, a change in pace and mood i n
crossing over, and an object of fascination for residents of each of th e
neighborhoods .

London, .on the other hand, has recaptured much of the community
in city by recognizing the magnetic attraction of the life-giving stream
flowing through the open fields . She has seen these stream valleys as the
green belt in the summer brown field and merely translated that burnt
fabric into the urban cloth needing the same thread of oasis .

By working with a principle of green belt separators between com-
munities, the London County Council was able to arbitrarily focus on optimu m
sizes of cities and realize a, series of neighborhoods small enough to allow
identity and retention of community character . The -process was facilitate d
by two features -- the distinct character of the old small towns and village s
lying in the path of London's urban sprawl, and the assistance in clearanc e
provided by the flattening of complete segments of the city by World War I I
bombing .

However, application of the London green belt demarcation line s
has been in a manner leaving many urban sections too big to be meaningful .
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Similarly Philadelphia has sought in the last two decades to re -
introduce the neighborhood and community into the even spread of urba n
jungle . The narrow greenway strips connecting a vast complex of urba n
parks allow for a return to pedestrian movement and escape from the maz e
of concrete in the metropolis . The greenway more often than not follow s
the natural land forms and small drainage channels threading through th e
city . Unfortunately those greenways are hardly wide enough to provide
decent community articulation .

As a result they tend to move through neighborhoods rather than
between them . What is strongly needed is the impenetrability of the ol d
moat or wide river -- the distinct diversion from city activity while on e
concentrates on crossing the greenway .

Los Angeles is moving rapidly toward producing that river flo w
element of impenetrability . The ever multiplying freeway system (the
rivers of traffic) is breaking the city into smaller and smaller islands .
Because of the barrier of the freeway each of those islands is developing
more and more personal amenities to sustain its own residents in every
day needs . Without much change in the rate of freeway multiplication th e
city will soon be modulated into communities comparable to the islands o f
Venice or Amsterdam .

It is ironic that Los Angeles should struggle so to return to th e
community division which was so carefully integrated into its early plan s
(when the 31 towns of Los Angeles County were supposed to be permanentl y
separated by half-mile wide agricultural belts) . If the present metropolitan
planners are only wise enough to see the potentials of community reemergin g
through their cloud of smog and broaden those island separators with a par k
strip to allow for additional urban amenities, Los Angeles could well se t
the pattern for the future megalopolis with a heart .

MEGALOPOLIS WITH SOU L

As we look to the demographers and geographers for previews o f
our world of tomorrow, we find few regions in the United States with future s
so clearly predictable as the Willamette Basin . The facts are that the
present rate of population growth in the United States sees one human bein g
added to our count every 14 .5 seconds . The, population center of the country
has been steadily moving westward and just last year jumped the Mississipp i'
River . Late in 1967 the national population figures passed 200 millio n
people .

The Willamette Basin is presently a sparsely settled region
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offering a large degree of satisfaction to approximately 1, 400,000 persons .
It could well accommodate many more without losing its present balance o f
man and nature . Nearly every planning prediction made for the basin in the
last twenty years has placed our forty year growth trends at a minimum o f
five million people and some have ranged up to sixteen million .

The Willamette Basin is an excellent basis for a regional plannin g
study . It is clearly defined by topographical delineators . The ground
reaches a degree of slope at its outer boundaries which (using presen t
technology) will strongly limit the density-of urban development on thos e
reaches while its floor and central areas physically could well allow fo r
unlimited density as we presently know it .

The basin has limits of expansion or continuity for urban inun -
_ dation that range from hillside slopes along east, west and south to narro w

river gorges in the north .

It appears therefore that the destiny of our valley without plannin g
is a solid cover of urban fabric from the heights above Cottage Grove to the
bluffs of the Columbia from Prindle, Washington, to Deer Island, Oregon .
Our only choice seems to be one of whether the megalopolis will resembl e
the even sprawl of Los Angeles or the multi-level concrete jungle of Ne w

. York . Neither should be acceptable to our present residents and lan d
owners . Neither need occur if growth is controlled and occurs by plan .

The problem then is to establish the basis for a plan -- one whic h
will allow for optimum growth and prosperity for the region without allowin g
the loss of the amenities of the valley . Water might well provide that basis .

If we begin with a full topographical survey of the Willamette Basin ,
we find it clearly broken into distinct pieces by the Willamette River and it s
several tributaries . Adding to that primary division, which could provide
for major city shapes in the traditional manner, we find countless streams
and gulches articulating islands of a size suitable to community identificatio n
and orientation.

The streams alone would hardly be formidable enough to boun d
communities . Coupled with a restriction of development out of potentia l
flood zones and with a greenway-greenbelt ownership or development ease-
ment of sufficient breadth following the alignment of the drainage channels ,
Oregon might continue to have the best of two worlds . A greenway-green-
belt system offers only one facet of the total plan needed for preservatio n
of the regions amenities . Agricultural greenbelts, major ground-surfac e
transportation rivers, park and recreation preserves, historical preser-
vations (in areas of presently light urban cover), and density controls al l
must be included in a comprehensive plan for the region.



The key, however, is region . Planning by limitations of present
political boundaries is doomed to failure as quickly as no planning at all .
Our world has changed scale . Our thinking and planning must follow suit .

Our megalopolis -- the one that is coming, like it or not -- coul d
be one with soul . With full regional planning of a comprehensive nature ,
the Willamette Basin, ultimately destined to be one urban complex, ma y
well emerge as a complex of communities - each clearly defined and of a
size comprehensible to its inhabitants . Our future in terms of man an d
community may well be linked to water and its many faces and influences .

Wake up! Water has been and will be a determinant of urban form .
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Presented April 4, 1968 by THOMAS C . HOGG, Assistant Professor ,
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Oregon State University ,
Corvallis, Oregon .

.Souse awe eultunat

9migact¢ ob IOatet De..eloftmeftt

In he full impact of water upon human culture through prehistory to the
present can scarcely be known . Man's ways of conceptualizing his de -

pendency upon this resource are greatly varied through time and space ' .
It has been ignored as a constant, it has been loved as a god, and it has bee n
hated as an evil, but in all ways it has remained man's patron .

In Temne and Mende country in Sierra Leone, West Africa, wher e
water is highly valued as a ritual purifier, the native peoples often comment ,
"When someone pours water on you, don't just stand there ; rub yourself all
over .

	

In Dahomey to the east, native peoples regard the streams, river s
and lakes as either the homes of powerful spirits or actual spirit force s
which can, and at times do, punish the unfaithful for improper sacrifice or
wrong-doing . s

In Oregon country, in the northwest of America, the native peopl e
regard streams of great size to be either male or female forces and smalle r
sized streams and rivers to be non-sexed --- lesser spirits which at time s
express their power and wrath through floods and other calamities . Thes e
Oregon streams are also known to be capable of benevolent acts, of givin g
light and energy to the natives so that work which they long have forgotte n
how to do might still be done .

Oregon natives, with the aid of rich and powerful tribes and coun-
cils to the east, have devoted much attention and energy to erecting shrine s
and monuments within their waters and through which the great river spirit s
may express their wishes and powers . Those who labor to erect the
shrines are often said to think not of devotion to the river spirits but onl y
of harnassing their malevolence and seizing their power . Moreover, thos e
who plan, design, and erect the river shrines are called the magicians ,
those who would manipulate the supernatural by mechanical means .
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These last comments, while a bit beyond the actual attitudes an d
relationships of Oregonians to water, nevertheless express some sense o f
our relationship to water resources -- less our technical jargon . Tradition-
al attitudes toward water resources are mixed with technical-industria l
attitudes and reactions in today's public orientation . 4 But man's relation -
ship to water, whether it be in Sierra Leone, Dahomey, Ghana 5 , or the
Pacific Northwest, has changed markedly in the 20th century . Although
still basically dependent upon water for directly and indirectly sustaining
life (and many of today's attitudes reflect this), man now tends to regar d
water as more of a tool, as something to be manipulated to extend his con-
trol over ever-larger sectors of environment . Thus, we are witnessing a
transition. not only in man's relationship to water, but in his basic attitude s
toward it . Water, the base of life, is becoming water, the machine and the
biochemical energy source .

In this changing relationship of man to water we find that man i s
also experiencing new adjustment requirements for himself . As water be-
comes more thoroughly tied to the expanding industrial-urban developments ,
it makes new demands on human populations and their patterns of thought
and action, not to mention their level of scientific knowledge . Once bound-
less water now requires renovation and renewal, once free-flowing wate r
requires innovation and sociocultural adjustment to its bound form .

THE SOCIO-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE OF
WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMEN T

As our dedication to constant inquiry expands, we are given to as k
more questions about the effects of our material and technological accom-
plishments, not just in benefit-cost ratios, but in terms of how the live s
and attitudes of people are changed . The facts of water resource develop-
ment through planning, construction activities, operations, and review s
reveal that human beings are not only affected in terms of economics, bu t
that their whole socio-cultural complex -- subsistence patterns, socia l
groups and organizations, political activities, and value systems -- is re-
quired to change and, in return, is brought to bear on the development
itself. 6 Moreover, while some development project might appear to escap e
the whole set of factors initially, it will feel the full socio-cultural effect s
in the long run.

Technical personnel of water resource development agencie s
generally conceptualize the entire phase of development into a sequence in-
volving 1) planning, 2) construction, 3) operations, and 4) review . ' The
planning phase -frequently takes many years and is not always undertake n
for purely economic reasons . 8 The construction phase varies according t o
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project magnitude, but usually runs two or three years in duration . The
operations phase is initiated upon completion of construction and continue s
until such time as a call for review of the project is made .

Impacts of the various phases of water resource development ar e
generally tabbed on the benefit side of the planning ledger and these ar e
usually categorized in terms of labor openings for river basin workers, in -
creased retail trade in communities affected, housing construction fo r
workers and operations personnel, as well as the usual projections such a s
industrial power outputs, industrial product use, and recreational day-us e
of the operating facility . 9 There is, as would be expected, little othe r
data on which benefit-cost analysis might be made .

Each stage of the development project has different direction an d
intensity of impact upon communities and their inhabitants . Different as -
pects of culture are affected in different ways ; some social sectors and
categories are benefited or devastated ; and traditional cultures are clearl y
threatened by such changes . Planning impacts cannot be underestimated ,
for they normally establish the tenor of that which follows . In that planning
impacts are usually overlooked, greatest space in what follows is directe d
to them .

Social science research, ' other than that of economics, thoug h
scanty in this field, is now beginning to show that significant, economicall y
derived, and strictly social-cultural impacts heretofore unknown or ignore d
extend in great depth to the region immediately affected by a water develop-
ment project . It is (according to this writer's perspective and research a s
a cultural anthropologist 10 ) to some of these impacts, especially to the
planning phase, that the remainder of this presentation is restricted .

PLANNING IMPACTS

The planning phase of development usually entails a public announce -
ment of planning, feasibility studies, public hearings, subsequent legislatio n
and, finally, fund allocation by Congress . Even while the project justifica-
tion is still being written, planning has surprisingly major effects upo n
economic balance, political systems, and social structure of communitie s
in the program zone and, in many ways upon communities judged to be onl y
marginally implicated .

Economic impacts of planning include real estate speculation an d
the construction of numerous fantasies and myths by some members of th e
affected public" stemming from their lack of precise information as to th e
exact location of the proposed project . Primary local concern, in addition
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to the heightened land value, is with potential and real relocation of people .
Even though the choice might not be considered "rational, " attendant land
transaction pressures often yield a response in the movement of som e
people, usually the poor and aged, out of the prospective benefit area onc e
the land on which they reside has been given an inflated price .

Another substantive economic impact, depending upon the immed-
iacy of the impending project, is manifest in the immigration of prospectiv e
workers into the community to be affected . Usually this wave of migrant s
is quite small, but those who have come have shown a willingness to gambl e
on the area and to take up intermediate jobs or even no jobs at all until the
project actually starts . Until construction takes place, these immigrants ,
wishing to gain the advantages of being on the "ground floor, " constitute a
"target" 12 wage labor force . Another variant of this pattern is encountere d
in the immigration of women and children only, while the husband continue s
to work on another job elsewhere .

Rent and housing inflation occur at the time of planning to the poin t
that, in small communities, it is difficult for even native people in lowe r
socio-economic strata to find adequate housing at a reasonable rate .13 The
poor fear further rate increases, but even they feel a great deal of genera l
excitement with respect to promise or reality of increased property value s
attendant to the planning phase of the development cycle . Further, in antici-
pation of economic benefits, and especially retail business impacts whic h
the developmental project promises, considerable pressure is felt fo r
redistricting and rezoning the communities .

THE POLITICAL SYSTEM _

Planning impacts also affect the local political system . The polit-
ical process is occupied with issues surrounding planning for increased
social control measures, e .g ., the addition of interim city police officers ,
the increased activity of county sheriff officials and state police in the region ,
as probable needs during the project's construction . 14 More city ordinance s
tend to be passed in communities being affected by the planning phase of a
major water resource development than in previous periods of time . Bud-
get increases or proposed budget increases by various agencies of municipa l
government and the issues generating therefrom take a great deal of time
and energy of city officials, especially mayoralties and the city councils .

Political impacts are felt also in an increased, and seldom desired,
articulation of local governmental agencies with county and state servic e
and control agencies, to include recreational, economic, and political
offices of the state and county government . And, inevitably, even as plan-
ning occurs, there is an increased bureaucratization in local communities .
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Social impacts of planning are more pervasive, even if they ar e
more illusive than are the political impacts . New social categories begin
to emerge as workers begin to move into the setting -- even as they immi-
grate in small numbers anticipating high-wage labor . Many community
natives express fear that these alien peoples will restructure the community
as they increase their numbers and activities . Such fears are realistically
based .

In addition, there usually occurs a pre-construction, diffuse stratu m
scramble between normally competing social factions . Each tries to gain
certain advantages over the other, largely to glean any economic benefit s
it can from the impending construction phase . In general, it is realistic to
say that modernist-oriented and market-skilled, middle-class element s
normally receive or assume new prerogatives in the process more easil y
than any other class stratum . Accordingly, as increased numbers of social
issues are defined -- such as "What to do with the 'Oakies'?" -- increase d
conflicts as to social conscience, community image, and direction of
community activity also occur .

Planning impacts also occur in the cultural dimension of affecte d
settings . Traditional cultures, such as early settler, farmer or logger ,
peoples possessing an early frontier orientation and who wish their commun-
ity could remain in an isolated way of life with few external threats, fee l
severely threatened and justifiably so . The new and highly mobile peoples ,
the wage speculators coming in, begin to contribute to the decline of th e
influence of traditional cultures . Youngsters of the community (youngster s
of traditionally-oriented parents) see new types of people behaving i n
different ways, hear them state their different thoughts, for perhaps the
first time .

This situation confuses ideas and behaviors, disrupting the encul -
turation or the socialization of the youth in the community . An accultur-
ative situation is established . 1 5

In general, it is fair to say that traditional communities tend to b e
closed so far as cultural orientations and social systems are concerned .
With the promise of impending development, systems tend toward openness ,
and promises of "pay-off" eventually emerge even among many person s
who, because of traditional cultural backgrounds and commitments, cannot
possibly reap benefits equal to others . Moreover, there is a generally in-
creased level of risk-taking in social and cultural, as well as economic ,
activities . For some natives, the dam becomes the panacea for social and
cultural ills . For others, it is simply, "Damn the panacea . "

Major personal impacts are also felt during planning . From the
point of view of many individuals, there is increased hope, promise fo r
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personal, social, and economic betterment . This is also manifested in a
religious sense -- for redemption of past problems, past depressed status ,
and even for reformation of the whole community . The notion that "our
town, after the dam, will be clean and prosperous" is often encountered .

For some factions of the community, like those including the ad-
vocates and bearers of traditional culture, a sense of futility often increase s
and social disintegration threatens or actually begins to occur . People in
these latter categories feel more anomic ; they feel that community leader s
no longer care for their needs, that order" and organization have been forced
out of the setting . In general, so far as personal impacts are concerned ,
one can say that there occurs a polarization of orientations . Communitie s
threatened with impending changes of this nature have been characterize d
as "schizoid, " with at least ups and downs, if not full polarization of values .

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

The construction phase usually means greater intensity of chang e
for the host community . Construction generally increases and/or crystal-
lizes the tendencies from the planning phase and, as in the case of planning ,
impacts are felt in all areas of setting culture and society . Greater num-
bers and different categories of workers come in, rent goes up as it wa s
promised, services are strained to near limits, if not beyond . Police are
strained in their operations and bureaucratization further increases .

Emergent social categories fully develop and social disintegratio n
or nonarticulation takes place . Schools become crowded and issues ar e
raised over supports for school systems crowded by transient workers '
children . In short, as at least one observer has put it, "Nobody reall y
gives a damn about the amenities of society . They are too busy seeking th e
advantages ." Conflicts become an expected feature of interaction in all
settings, from barroom to church . Life takes on a tempo far in excess o f
that of planning .

The construction phase usually starts so fast and finishes so soon
that some people have said, "I'd like to have a re-run of that to see wher e
I messed up ." But this is not possible . All of the earlier planning, o r
lack of it, comes to the fore for only an instant under construction . The
greatly heightened expectations and fears are realized only fleetingly .
People like the "tunnel workers," for all their "head-skinning session s
with the loggers, " are quickly gone elsewhere ; but their activities becom e
legends, a legacy for native youth and an incentive for them to seek excite-
ment and money beyond the local setting .
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OPERATIONS IMPACTS

The operations phase, from the social-cultural or human point of
view, really poses the question, "Where did they all go?" The community
is still geared for activity and, suddenly, it is gone . They have usuall y
over-built or over-thought-about-it ; they find they have over-planned and
over-expected for the operations phase and, as a result of the vacuum
created by emigration of not only regular workers, but jobs, unemploymen t
actually increases . Soon after, the community experiences more emigratio n
of not only the remnants of transient workers, but also of some of its youth .
Concomitantly, the tax base for the community and its services decreases .

The social disintegration which started during planning and was in -
creased during construction remains . Factionalism actually increase s
during the early operations phase . Nearly all who lest seek some kind of a
scapegoat for risks taken .

Consequently, especially for those who have taken risks and re-
ceived losses, bewilderment and despair soon follow . The anticipated
recreational benefits of the operations phase really do not reach the expec-
ted level . Such is especially the case so far as the blue-collar and lower -
class, elements of the community are concerned . The middle class ,
notably the modern middle-class, continues to reap benefits even thoug h
they are perhaps of a lesser nature than during construction . Small entre-
preneurs experience great difficulty, since their businesses, inflated by th e
presence of a temporary labor force during construction, falter to the poin t
that they are near breaking .

Attempts at revitalization of the community soon follow initia l
disappointment and despair . In these attempts, one hears a new concern
voiced among most community residents to "reshape the community image "
or, perhaps, even from a personal point of view, to redeem oneself fo r
gouging fellow community members during the construction phase .

Such revitalization takes many forms .16 For those who are no t
wholly oriented toward the church, it frequently takes the form of socia l
servide and !'cleaning" the community . For those who are primarily oriented
toward religious salvation, it takes the point of increased church involvement ,
especially in fundamentalist church groups .

Following these let-downs of early operations, and not always i n
direct order, the community most severely affected frequently will find it -
self faced with competition from surrounding communities, competition to
monopolize the coming recreational benefits of the dam . An adjacent
community which did not house many of the workers and which did not fee l
the severe negative impacts of construction and planning will very often b e
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able to monopolize the recreational benefits through active propaganda an d
advertisement . This, of course, is now occuring in western Oregon . Each
community on an access route to the dam tends to attempt to pull the traffi c
off the road for its own benefit .

REVIEW

The review stage is usually spawned for reasons which are hidde n
behind the "clear" economic issues raised . The real issues are very ofte n
the result of early antagonisms or limitations generated out of the broa d
and regional political, social, cultural or even personal impacts and impli-
cations of earlier stages .' ? It is during review that the full effects of th e
human factors are brought back to the water resource development and to
the people involved in the water development planning process .

It is here in review that matters of early policies and their ability
to yield significant regional benefits come under scrutiny . The local situ-
ation normally receives but limited consideration and, for the loca l
community, the impact of review is normally slight unless further con-
struction is recommended . It is during review that calculations of benefit -
cost ratios are remade, again without the socio-cultural impacts considered ,
but now in terms of new developments and requirements of population, wate r
quantity and quality, power outputs, and general industrial-urban growth .
The review is anticipated in planning ; it is a future issue unknown but
expected .

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

As water becomes more thoroughly tied to industrial-urba n
development, it, in turn, releases new demands on human populations an d
their patterns of thought and action . The facts of water resource develop-
ment reveal that there is, in the long run, a reciprocal relationship be-
tween dams and affected people .

Even while the planning phase of development is at its early stages ,
communities to be affected experience significant economic, political ,
social, cultural and personal influences . ' As planning nears its end ,
communities experience increased intensity of impacts . Construction fur-
ther increases these pressures to the point that community organization ,
economy, and ideology are structurally diffused and functionall y
disintegrative .
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Operation of the new facility, with its attendant quietude, initiall y
creates a socio-cultural vacuum, allows the survival of many disintegrativ e
features generated under construction, and subsequently serves as a focu s
for community restructuring and revitalization . The review phase, thoug h
primarily established out of economic considerations, is normally a produc t
of political and socio-cultural factors of regional scope .

This writer is quite aware that most of the human factors whic h
are affected by water resource development are quite probably inevitabl e
consequences of general industrial-urban development . Certainly, it can
be said that situations like those in the "type impacts" mentioned here can
be replicated in greater or lesser scale in nearly any affected setting .

Insofar as socio-cultural impacts are surely a part of river basin
realities, such impacts, in probabilistic form, should be included as varia-
bles and/or parameters in river basin models . In benefit-cost terms, they
might be secondary ; in human terms, they are primary and direct . For
human beings they should be controlled to the extent that significant portion s
of river basin populations are not left overwhelmed and disenchanted . Plans
can and should include means by which special social and cultural categorie s
of people in a setting may reap benefits heretofore never tabulated . A s
Foster has indicated for the international field, development will be muc h
smoother only when the backgrounds of affected people, the motives an d
values of innovators, and "the social dynamics of the project setting ar e
understood and utilized in planning and operations . " 1 8

An incredible paradox lies in our tacit but high valuation of non -
economic aspects of American life and our submergence, indeed, our ig-
norance of them in planning resource development. The impacts of wate r
resource development -- the benefits and costs -- are by no means restric-
ted to the formal market sphere, and the affected socio-cultural sphere wil l
quite probably assess the ultimate value of any water resource development .

In order that the socio-cultural impacts will be capable of inclusion
into planning models, a great deal of empirical' research must be undertaken ,
evaluating and assessing direction and intensity of socio-cultural impact s
under' different conditions for development . Charles Erasmus puts the point
succinctly in saying, "The increased emergence of students of. society from
their ivory towers of intellectual self-sufficiency to perform more of th e
social cost-accounting of bigger government may help to curb the excesse s
of both conspicuous administration and conspicuous scholarship . 119 Until
such work is done, until planners and potentially affected communities se e
that it is done, benefit-cost limitations must be accepted and traditiona l
cultures and people must feel threatened .
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FOOTNOTES

i Cf . Wittfogel, Karl, Oriental Despotism, Yale University Press, 1959 .

2 Dorjahn, V . R . (1962) and Makavore, A . (1964), personal communications .

s Herskovits, M . J ., Dahomey, Vol . II, Northwestern University Press, 1967 .

4 Numerous interviews, in both the Calapooia and Santiam River Basins ,
have reflected this mixture (cf. Hogg, T . C . and Beard, R . W . ,
Preliminary Ethnographic Statement on the Calapooia River Basin,
reproduced by Water Resources Research Institute, Oregon State
University, 1966)

5 The Volta River project (Kaiser) in Ghana has markedly changed the entir e
geographic configuration of that country and has had major socio-
cultural impacts upon native culture .

field research on which some of this paper is based is still very muc h
in process -- in two river basins of western Oregon, the Calapooi a
and the Santiam . It has been conducted through in- setting ethno-
graphic survey and case techniques of cultural anthropology ,
establishing baseline socio- cultural data for subsequent compari-
sons and model test and refinement . Other data are included from
various sources and statements on water resource development
projects in many sectors of the western region of the United States ,
e .g ., Montana, Utah, and Arizona . It should be noted that the ob-
ject of this statement is to present a brief of typological statements ,
so far as data allow, as to the general nature of social and cultura l
impacts of water resource developments on small communities ad-
jacent to development sites . A specific ethnographic statement on
the Santiam is now in preparation .

Interviews with personnel of the U.S . Army Corps of Engineers and
Bureau of Reclamation .

8 Ciriacy-Wantrup, S . V ., "The Role of Benefit-Cost Analysis in Publi c
Resource Development," in Report No . 3, Benefit-Cost Analysis ,
Water Resources and Economic Development of the West, Western
Agricultural Economics Research Council, 1955 .

9 Regan, Mark M . and Timmons, John F ., "Current Concepts and Practice s
in Benefit-Cost Analysis of Natural Resource Developments, " i n
Report No . 3, Benefit-Cost Analysis, Water Resources and Econ-
omic Development of the West, Western Agricultural Economic s
Research Council, 1955 .

6 The
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See also "Rogue River Basin Project Proposal, " Illinois Valley Division,
1964, and Merlin Division, 1962 .

Hogg, Thomas C ., "Toward Including Ethnological Parameters in Rive r
Basin Models, " in Report No . 15, Water Resources and Economic
Development of the West, Conference Proceedings, Committee on
the Economics of Water Resources Development, Western Agri -
cultural Economics Research Council, 1966 .

Such " fantasies or myths" usually involve statements as the where of th e
dam site as well as its repercussions, and predictions of a grea t
economic rejuvenation of the setting . Some informants have
spoken of "the dam" as a means whereby "the whole way of lif e
will be transformed . "

12 Such "target workers" are found all over the developing world . In Africa,
they tend to select target goods rather than cash as a goal .

13 This phenomenon is normally felt just prior to construction

14 Control measures vary according to the rationale of law enforcement
officials, but nearly all small communities have encountered diffi-
culty or stress . Libby, Montana's Sheriff experienced considerabl e
personal pressure (Great Falls Tribune) .

15 Acculturation is used to signify the learning of a way of life different fro m
the one the individual has learned from his ancestors and parents .

16 Wallace has pointed out the significance of such movements in the genera l
process of development . In fact, it may be said, since planning i s
cognitive and not always undertaken for purely economic reasons ,
that the revitalization of the region is a very strong component i n
the development process .

17 Young and Martin point to the non-economic facets of programming ne w
developments, to the pressure for subsequent programs eve n
though economic "benefits" are not forthcoming (cf . Young, R . A .
and Martin, W . E ., "The Economics of Arizona's Water Problem ,
In Arizona Review, March, 1967) .

18 Foster, G ., Traditional Cultures, 1962, p. 195 .

19 Erasmus, C ., Man Takes Control, 1961, P. 3320
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I t hardly seems necessary to observe to this group that organized utili-
zation of the water resource is essential to urban society . However, I

would like to review just briefly the nature of water uses within communitie s
as a background for our discussion . Water-related necessities of urban
areas include the following :

1. Domestic, industrial and commercial water use s
2. Fire protection
3. Dilution and carriage of waste
4. Removal of surpluse s

There are other desirable water-related activities within urba n
areas that may be added . These include the following :

1. Recreation water us e
Visual
Active

2. Water transportation
3. Reclamation of land through drainage of swamp s

and containment of flood water s

Locally some of these latter might be considered as necessities ,
but urban forms of society could exist without having them occur withi n
communities .

It would only be through some major technical changes in th e
manner in which man lives with water that a community of any size coul d
exist without the four water-related necessities listed . It is difficult to
conceive of people being able to live in communities without the system w e
have of bringing pure water into our homes, businesses and industries an d
then flushing it out, after the addition of various waste products .
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The investment necessary to fulfill urban water-related needs i s
substantial . Considering water supply alone, a ten-year projection mad e
by the American Water Works Association in 1966 estimated a capital out-
lay of $24 billion for the following ten-year period would be necessary i n
the United States to meet population and industrial growth requirements ,
replace worn-out and obsolete facilities, and partially eliminate a sizabl e
construction backlog . The establishment of public water supplies has see n
an increase from 16 public systems in 1800, to 83 in 1850 to 1, 878 in 1890 .
Today more than 20, 000 water utilities serve about 160, 000, 000 peopl e
and continued expansion of water service areas is being experienced .

For sewage disposal purposes from $40 to $75 billion in new in -
vestments is required to provide treatment of liquid wastes in the Unite d
States . The Federal Water Pollution Control Administration estimate s
between $26 and $29 billion will be needed in the next five years for the
following purposes :

1. $8 billion for municipal water treatment plants and
interceptor sewers exclusive of land costs . This in-
cludes $2 .7 billion to provide adequate treatment t o
urban areas that do not have facilities at present . It
also includes $1 .9 billion to provide secondary treat-
ment, $2 .2 billion to provide for population growth ,
and $1 .2 billion for replacing facilities .

2. $6 .2 billion for sanitary sewer construction .
3. $2 .6 billion to $4 .6 billion for new industrial treat -

ment plants and replacement of old equipment .
4. $1 .8 billion for thermal pollution control facilities .

This estimate includes both public and private costs but cover s
only the collection and treatment of industrial and municipal wastes . Othe r
pollutants, such as sediment, acid mine drainage, and animal feed lo t
drainage, will demand additional funds for control, but the sum cannot b e
estimated at this time, the Federal Water Pollution Control Administratio n
has said .

In addition to this need a 1967 study of the problem of combine d
sewers conducted for the Federal Water Pollution Control Administratio n
by the American Public, Works Association Research Foundation indicate s
that, of approximately 1, 329 jurisdictions with 54 million population, 3 6
million persons residing on 3,029,000 acres are served by combine d
sewers . Separation of the sanitary and storm sewage would cost $30 billion .
An additional $18 billion would be required to remove storm water from
house connections on private property . Based on limited data, alternat e
methods of control or treatment of combined sewer overflows are estimate d
to cost $15 billion according to the study .
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The additional water supply capacity installed for fire protectio n
is also of vital importance . The estimate of ten-year investment for wate r
purposes no doubt takes into account fire needs, but it may not include al l
of these costs . We cannot easily get along without this fire-fighting method
as long as flammable materials are a part of the contents of buildings .

The removal of surplus rain water is equally essential . This re-
quires a system of storm sewers and drainageways but also require s
design of a street system suitable for water carrying purposes . Relianc e
on streets to carry temporary excesses df rainfall is a basic technique o f
urban design . Because of the interrelationship between streets and drain-
age, costs for urban drainage are not easily identified .

These four water-related necessities might be referred to as the
urban water handling system. This and the system to transport goods an d
people are perhaps the two most essential systems to any community' s
existence .

BOUNDARIES ARE PROBLEM

It isn't surprising, therefore, that these two systems are primaril y
public operations . In the community the city government normally handle s
the water and cares for the streets . It is only natural that the people livin g
where people congregate look upon the city as the builder of water lines ,
sewers and drainageways . City government has the necessary authority t o
build and operate these facilities within city boundaries .

However, the areas of urban development have extended beyon d
city boundaries . Various expediencies have evolved to permit this to occur .
For the most part the results are partial or temporary solutions and th e
need for a full range of city services in these boundary areas is generall y
anticipated, but is often spoken of as though only necessary at some
indefinite future date .

If new urban development takes place within city boundaries ,
reasonably systematic planning for an adequate and expandable syste m
takes place . If new urban development occurs outside the city, smal l
appendages come into being without very much relationship to a communit y
wide system . For water supply in Oregon about 122* domestic wate r
supply corporations (water districts) provide a reasonably adequate servic e

* A survey tabulated in 122 water districts in 1961 . See Informatio n
Bulletin No . 129, The Units of Local Government in Oregon 1961, Bureau
of Municipal Research and Service, December 1962 .
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to an equal number of concentrations of people . Authorized by ORS 264 . 11 0
et . seq ., most of these districts are a part of the appendages around cities .

Water district operations provide enough of a solution to dull th e
incentive for more systematic and complete provisions for water service .
A number of water districts do a creditable job of providing water suppl y
and many also provide hydrants for fire protection purposes . State law
authorizes water supply districts to perform fire protection services, pro -
vide drainage and also install street lighting .

Sanitary districts (ORS 450 .005 et ._sect .), although not as numerou s
as water districts, add other appendages to the urban complex while pro-
viding sewage disposal for limited areas in a few parts of the state .

For the most part, however, suburban fringe sewage disposal be -
gins with septic tanks . Without sufficient space to permit their permanent
operation an increasing number of septic tanks fail as an area ages . In
order to operate on septic tanks at all, lots were made larger than normal .
When the situation becomes unsatisfactory and sewers must be installed ,
the cost per dwelling unit for the sewers is substantially higher than woul d
be the case for an area designed originally with sewers in mind . The cost
is also higher because it costs more to build sewers in an area that i s
partially built up than it does to build them at the time land is subdivided .

The fringe is also confronted with problems of storm drainage .
Initially handled somewhat by ditches along county roads leading to natura l
channels, the flow pattern is disrupted by filling of ditches for driveway s
and yard landscaping and by blocking of channels through land subdivisio n
practices .

The entire urban water handling system is probably one of the bes t
illustrations of the deficiency in the organization of local government to
provide reasonable jurisdiction and area responsibility for urban growt h
problems . Cities have generally been receptive to assuming the respon-
sibility but the city has no official voice over what occurs outside it s
boundaries . How far can city officials go in committing city taxpayers t o
finance facilities with the capacity to serve property outside the city if
there is no assurance when, if ever, the property will come into the city ?
On the other hand, if the city fathers limit their planning to facilities t o
serve only those within the city and subsequent growth and annexation add s
new territory, the result will prove to be short-sighted and may be costl y
to correct .

City officials are confronted with a dilemma from which ther e
appears to be no escape without some adjustment in annexation laws t o
assure that urbanizing property that is part of the community will becom e
part of the city in a timely manner .
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LACK OF PLANNING

This problem has been recognized but a real solution has not ye t
been found . The National League of Cities in its 1968 National Municipal
Policy expresses the problem this way :

"Extensive substandard urban expansion in suburbs o f
cities of all sizes and in otherwise rural areas is creatin g
an unwholesome environment and is causing a deficit o f
billions of dollars of unmet public needs because adequat e
public facilities are not provided .

"This substandard urban expansion is characterized b y
a lack of comprehensive planning ; minimal public facilitie s
such as the dangerous use of private water sources and
septic tanks even in metropolitan situations ; minimal, i f
any, services in such fields as fire and police protection ;
marginal and overloaded schools ; inadequate building regu-
lation ; insufficient zoning and land use control ; lack o f
sufficient recreational or cultural facilities ; street con-
struction at minimal rural-road standards where city-stree t
standards are needed and with no provision for systemati c
drainage ; and, in general, by an almost total disregar d
for all those requirements of public facilities and service s
essential to the urban way of life .

"The cost of providing adequate public facilities i n
such areas is conservatively estimated to be up to $5, 00 0
per house . Experience proves that 'insertion' of public
facilities in such unplanned, spread-out, and inadequatel y
served subdivision, house-and-lot and commercial de-
velopment will cost property owners three to five time s
as much in the long run as development properly planne d
and served from the beginning .

"Public sewers in planned subdivisions often cost les s
than septic tanks . Planned developments require les s
acreage and expense for individual residential and commer-
cial lots, and insure ample parks, playgrounds, schools ,
streets, and other community facilities for the use of all .
Spread-out, unplanned development requires excessiv e
investments in more public and private service facilities - -
more sewer, gas and water pipes ; more electric and tele-
phone lines ; more streets ; etc .

"Further, such 'inserted' facilities are usuall y
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inferior in comparison with those installed as initial de-
velopment occurs in vacant land allowing use of the bes t
planning and engineering principles .

"Certain Federal programs encourage undesirabl e
sprawl by financing partial public facilities and urba n
housing which do not take into account population trends ;
are not required to meet adequate standards ; require o r
permit the creation of special districts that bypass genera l
governments ; or are not part of a plan that takes into
account how the particular program will affect the overal l
growth of the area .

"Some states have neglected the needs of urban area s
through failure to give adequate powers and financial re -
sources to general governments to deal with urban growt h
problems and by encouraging the establishment of utility
or other special districts which frequently are undemocrati c
and have no comprehensive responsibility for the whol e
welfare of the community . "

Among the measures recommended by the National League of Citie s
to control this substandard urban expansion are the following :

"A strengthened Federal administrative organizatio n
should be created to coordinate the many activities of th e
Federal government which can affect urban development .

"The several states should assume greater respon-
sibility for sound urban development by instituting pro -
grams which would substantially supplement Federa l
financial and technical assistance to local government s
faced with burgeoning sprawl problems .

"The states and the Federal government should foste r
and facilitate metropolitan-wide planning for sewer an d
water service and forbid the use of private water suppl y
sources and septic tanks in any suburban area where publi c
water and sewer systems are feasible, including th e
adoption of policies governing Federal loan guarantee s
for urban housing which are consistent with these objec-
tives, and the initiation of a new Federal grant and loan
program for long-range preliminary engineering plannin g
which .implements the water and sewer planning require-
ments of the Department of Housing and Urban Development .
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"Federal and state laws which tend' to create or favo r
single-purpose and other special districts should be revise d
so as to assign the performance of a new public service o r
the extension of an old one to existing general governmenta l
units .

"Adequate legal authority should be provided in state
laws for central cities to annex and to exercise extra -
territorial powers in urbanizing fringes to permit are a
wide planning and long-term investments in public facilitie s
essential to serve a growing urban community . "

Cities are not going to solve all the urban growth problems, bu t
with adequate jurisdictional authority and revenue, cities would be in a
much better position to prevent problems from occurring .

Areas such as the Portland metropolitan area have become too
complex for any simple solution . On the other hand isolated small settle-
ments that are not incorporated may not need incorporation to deal wit h
one or two service needs .

COUNTIES AND REGION S

Perhaps counties could do more . Four Oregon counties now hav e
home rule charters . The county commissioners in these counties have
hardly begun to find ways to use this home rule power to deal with th e
problems of county residents that require public action . Incidentally, in
speaking of county residents we should keep in mind that this includes thos e
who live in cities . In addition to home rule the county service district la w
(ORS 451 .010 et . seq .) authorizes all counties to develop wholesale wate r
supplies, to build sewerage systems and to provide several other services .

This authority has not been demonstrated as particularly effective
but has received some application in the fringe area locations . I believe ,
however, that we have yet to see a county demonstrate the appropriatenes s
of the service district approach to servicing either an isolated settlemen t
or an urbanizing region that needs some service such as water supply o r
sewage disposal .

Regional authorities are often proposed as a solution to regiona l
problems . Usually, however, if a regional authority is to deal with all the
problems, it must in effect replace existing governmental units . It would
seem the same result would come about if the existing central governmenta l
unit were just given jurisdiction over the broader area . A regional agency
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has been organized in Jackson County under the local Sanitary Authorit y
law (ORS 450 . 705 et . seq.) in an effort to deal with sewage collection an d
disposal on a regional basis .

If comparisons are made between the manner in which urban growt h
takes place in the United States and that which is occuring in some of th e
more advanced nations of the world such as Sweden, The Netherlands and
Great Britain, the potentials for improved urban design in the United State s
today appear to be substantially behind the potentials in some other nations .
This suggests a need for experimentation ; involving new patterns of part-
nership between public responsibility and private developer opportunity .
One effort along this line is the new town construction being sponsored b y
several large corporations . But other experiments are needed .

In very simplified form, the problem can be described as follows :

1. There is little chance for a developer to construct ne w
housing with a full complement of public facilities i f
the trunk water mains, trunk sewer lines, regional
expressways and other major regional type facilitie s
are not available until years after the housing has bee n
constructed .

2. There is little chance to improve the design of regiona l
facilities and also experience more economical cons-
truction if regional type facilities are only finance d
after the problems have become critical and after pri-
vate development is so extensive that it most be dis-
rupted to permit major public improvements to b e
installed .

A solution to the problem might be more readily available if ther e
was a way to reserve at an earlier time the space needed for regional typ e
facilities and if actual construction of these facilities could also take plac e
at an earlier time . There would then be more opportunity to systemati -
cally handle the public water systems, sewerage and other facilities re-
quired by modern society . A means must be found to permit experimentation
with development techniques . Medium sized urban areas such as we have
in Oregon outside the Portland complex would appear to be ideal location s
for some of this experimentation . An exploration of ways to advance th e
time when public commitments can be made as to the location and provisio n
of major facilities is one approach that seems particularly worthy of study .
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Presented April 19, 1968 by DeWITT NELSON, Visiting Professor, Schoo l
of Forestry, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon .
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I like the title of this year's water seminar series - "People and Water . "
Every activity we pursue is for people, whether it is to meet thei r

market demands or whether it is the utilization of our resources for profi t
or to provide the amenities of life . In every such activity water plays a
dominant role . In every activity of production and processing water is re-
quired, and it must be water of suitable quantity and quality . Over 60 per -
cent of our recreational activities are water oriented .

Water is one of our two most precious and possibly most sensitiv e
resources . The other is air . All life depends on water and air . Ther e
are no substitutes . In each we require both quantity and quality . In the-
case of water we have suddenly discovered that it must be something othe r
than just wet .

When we talk of water and people, the subject immediately become s
three dimensional -- social, economic, and political . Each of these pro -
vide their own built-in conflicts of interest which range from industria l
survival to esthetic protection and enjoyment . Between both ends of th e
spectrum we find the pressures and counter pressures building as we slowly
begin to take stock of the quality and quantity of water available for a
growing population .

ISSUES ARE COMPLEX

No longer can the water problem be examined or solved by eac h
industry or locality using its water supply and dumping its waste for th e
next industry or community to repeat the same process, or to first clean
up the water so it is of usable quality . We are now studying the presen t
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and future needs of entire basins which naturally involve interstate regions .
As some arid regions foresee the end of their formerly adequate wate r
supply, the problem becomes inter-regional and even international i n
character .

With each progressive step from local, to basin, to interstate, t o
inter-regional, and to international, the social, economic, and politica l
issues become more entangled and complex . Those who "have not " reac h
out for new sources of supply, and those who "have " do not want to relin-
quish any of their resources even though there appears to be an abundanc e
of the resource at this time . This is human nature in action .

Since these are some of the present facts of life, as far as peopl e
and water are concerned, we are naturally confronted with the difficul t
problem of communications . The problem of the "need-to-know " what are
the facts, what are the needs at each level of use, and what can be done to
meet those needs? How can we share the resource with others? How can
we ensure an adequate future supply for ourselves? How can we use th e
resource for its many beneficial purposes and yet protect its quality fo r
more use as it flows on to the ocean ?

These are some of the critical water and people problems confront-
ing us . They involve water control and regulation through impoundment s
and transportation to areas of need from areas of abundance . These diver-
sions may be for the purpose of meeting local needs or the needs of peopl e
far removed from the source .

Frank Graham, Jr ., in his recent book titled "Politics and Water, "
states, "that rainfall on America is estimated to be about 4, 300 billio n
gallons a day, yet only a minute fraction of this total is available to us .
Seventy-two percent evaporates, and most of the rest runs to the sea befor e
we can retain it. Scientists believe that by prodigious engineering feats ,
we can retain 650 billions per day which must be made available to us b y
1980, but that is the limit ." In addition to this, water is poorly distributed
both seasonally and geographically . Consequently man has been forced t o
harness streams and build new rivers for their distribution from areas o f
abundance to areas of need .

NORTHWEST WATER WANTED

The current California Water Project is a prime example of wate r
management for flood control, hydroelectric power development, domestic ,
irrigation and industrial purposes . This is a state-wide project, designed ,
financed and built by California . It will serve two thirds of the people of
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the nation's most populous state when it is completed in the 1970's at a cos t
of over $2 .75 billion . It is projected to meet the needs until 1990 when i t
will have to be expanded to bring in additional waters from the north coasta l
region of California . Surveys and plans for that expansion are presently
being made by both federal and state agencies .

The Pacific Northwest, in cooperation with federal and industria l
agencies, has accomplished a Herculean task of harnessing many of it s
streams, including the mighty Columbia River . With the Pacific Northwest' s
total water discharge of about 300 million acre-feet annually, and that of th e
Columbia River alone of about 180 million acre-feet, the more arid regions
of the West look upon this area as a "have" region . This apparent abundance
of water looks very enticing to the hungry and thirsty land and people of th e
arid Pacific Southwest .

Whether we like it or not the Pacific Northwest will continue to b e
the target area as a potential source of water exportation . In the face of
the predicted 300, 000,900 people by about the year 2000, this is no longe r
a regional or river basin problem . It is national in scope and fortunately
it is recognized as such.

Here is the "need-to-know ." Here is where we must relate people
and their needs, their total needs ; for an adequate water supply for the
future in all areas of need, both the "haves" and the "have-nots ." Here we
have the difficult problems of communications, problems of inter-regional
communications with strong social, economic and political forces on eac h
side .

The problems encompass inter-disciplinary relationships and th e
interdependence of one resource on another . We are concerned with the
total environment of all areas as they relate to the social and industrial
developments of the nation . We must be concerned with the total conse-
quences, both beneficial and detrimental to the areas of export and import .
These are the elements that affect the people . Therefore, before any pre-
cipitate action is taken, we need to know all of the available facts of wha t
and where are the resources, what and where are the needs, and what ar e
the alternative solutions . These studies are now going forward at the state ,
regional and federal levels . When they are completed we should have a
sound basis for projecting future needs and developing alternate solutions .

As these studies go forward it is ' important that progress report s
be made so that people will know and understand what the problems are an d
what is being done to solve them . Knowledgeable and concerned peopl e
must be kept advised and permitted to participate in every possible way .
Most people resist change . This resistance is strongest if it comes as a
shock. Therefore, regardless of what the final solution to any of our water
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problems are, any solution will be many times more acceptable if the peopl e
are kept informed as the studies progress .

Not all of our water problems center around the exportation of thi s
precious commodity .

QUALITY IS A PROBLEM

One of the most critical problems we have is that of water quality .
Throughout history, the cycle of civilization has been influenced by man' s
use of the land . Here I use the term "land" in its generic sense, as includ-
ing all of its resources, of which water is one . Time after time, abuse of
the land has marked the fall of governments and cultures . The better we
understand the laws of nature and learn to work with them, the more nearl y
will we achieve the ideal of living . Aldo Leapold once said, "Men too wis e
to tolerate hasty tinkering with our political constitution, accept withou t
qualm the most radical amendments to our biotic constitution . "

If we have no understanding of these resource and people relation-
ships, we will have little concern for the consequences of our actions .
Rome drained its sewers into the Tiber . Two thousand years later, wit h
our modern love of plumbing and technology, we have not ceased dumpin g
raw sewage and other wastes into our rivers and estuaries . It was not until
1948 that there was a national effort made to cope with the water polltuio n
problem . It was only in 1965 that Congress passed the Clean Rivers Res-
toration Act . It was that Act which threatened federal intervention on all
interstate waters.. It was that Act that forced the states to establish water -
quality standards on their inter-state streams and to pledge enforcement o f
-their cleanup . It was that Act, the Act of 1965, that focused attention o n
water quality and emphasized that water must be something more than jus t
wet .

To establish water-quality standards, we must first determine the
beneficial uses to be served and protected . These may include municipal ,
industrial, agricultural, fish and wildlife, esthetic and recreational uses .
Some of these uses require higher-quality water than others in purity ,
mineral salts, hardness, turbidity and dissolved oxygen . We must deter -
mine the parts per million of the various minerals, nutrients, and pollutant s
that will be acceptable at the final point of use . From there we must work
back up the streams and establish quality standards at control points on all
reaches of the streams and their tributaries . Stream flow managemen t
through dam construction, waste water reclamation and treatment can help
in maintaining adequate quality control and assimilative capacity of streams .
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While industries and cities have long been charged with bein g
heavy pollutors, it is only recently that agriculture has been recognized a s
such. The leaching of fertilizers and pesticides as well as the drainag e
from feed lots and dairies are now a pollution source of major concern .

The problems of pollution control are extremely complex . Tech-
nology has made great progress in recent years and as a result considerabl e
progress has been made in pollution control, but in most areas contro l
measures have not kept pace with growth and development . Consequently
we continue to lose ground in the over-all pollution control program . There
is the need-to-know more about the intricate chemical combinations tha t
cause pollution and to develop solutions for controlling them .

It is easy to pin-point and identify the source of pollutants from a
community or an industry . It has now become evident that it is just as im-
portant to build the necessary treatment facilities into an industrial plant
at the time of its construction, ' as it is to build the plant itself . It is just
as important that a community build a sewerage treatment plant as it is to
build a sewerage collection system . These factors have now become a
matter of law and certain agencies are charged with their enforcement .
These are cases where communications have failed in the past and wher e
the waste contributors have failed to be sensitive to the public need . The
result -- a law and the provisions for its enforcement .

This form of communications, that is regulations and their en-
forcement are always repugnant, but sometimes it is the only way tha t
necessary results can be obtained .

PUBLIC SUPPORT NEEDED

Where agricultural wastes leach or drain into many miles of a
stream, we have another and more difficult problem . How does one pin-
point the responsible contributor? In the San Juaquin Valley of Californi a
this problem is requiring the construction of a long and costly drainag e
canal`. Intense debates are being carried on as to where in the San Juaquin
Delta the drainage outfall will be located, and how will the costs b e
reimbursed, and by whom .

This brings up another situation, for nearly every treatment pro-
cess creates another problem . The waste may be extracted from the wate r
but how is the waste material itself disposed of? If it is used as land fill ,
it may leach harmful chemicals into the soil and back into the water supply .
If the waste is burned then we create an air pollution problem . Unfortun-
ately curing the first problem is seldom the final answer .
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Here again is the need-to-know . The public has a right to know
what can be done, what cannot be done, and what is being done .

If they know the facts, they will be more understanding and toleran t
while the scientists develop answers to the old and new problems . To o
often the scientists talk to only the other scientists . They use a languag e
that most of us do not understand . One way to improve communications and
understanding is to make genuine efforts to disseminate the facts in under-
standable laymen's language . People are interested, people are concerned ,
and most people want to know . There is *a great lack of sensitivity as t o
what people want to know and need-to-know .

It sometimes seems that the experts intentionally avoid thei r
responsibility of keeping the public informed of many of the problems and
their complexities . It is difficult and time consuming to translate comple x
technical language into everyday terms so we can all understand it . But, I
am sure it would be worthwhile . If people really understood the problems ,
I doubt that it would be so difficult to get a sewage treatment plant bond
issue approved by the people .

It takes time, hard work and good communications to get publi c
support for these kinds of projects .

Lake Tahoe which lies astride the California-Nevada state line i s
a good example . Tahoe is the jewel of the Sierras -- in Mark Twain' s
words, "the fairest picture the whole earth affords ." Tahoe has a water
surface of about 120,000 acres and a maximum depth of over 1, 800 feet .
It is situated at an elevation of 6, 225 feet above sea level . It is world
famous for its clarity and beauty . Politically it is situated in five countie s
and two states .

On the California side it abounds in resorts, sub-divisions, an d
recreation homes, with the necessary supporting communities . On the
Nevada side are more resorts, sub-divisions, high-rise apartments, home s
and thriving gambling casinos . As the year-long and seasonal populatio n
has grown under inadequate planning controls, large portions of the land-
scape have become polluted with unsightly developments, scarred hillsides ,
and garish neon signs . Because of its topographic setting, all sewage, i n
one form or another, ultimately found its way into the lake . The inevitable
result -- pollution, the beginning of an algae bloom in the warm shallow
waters .

This waste material from many sources is rich in nitrogen an d
phosphates -- the nutrients on which algae thrives . Ten years ago the
presence of algae was scarcely detectable . Now one can gather handful s
almost anywhere in the shallows, and waves pile up mats of it along th e
shore .
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In recent years, planning commissions from all five counties and
the legislatures from both states have become concerned . Studies have
been made, groups have been organized, hearings have been held, legis-
lators and Governors have met, local bond issues have been passed an d
state and federal loan and grant funds have been made available .

' At last, after too many years of debate, sewage from the southern
end of the lake will this month be pumped out of the basin . After tertiary
treatment it will be pumped over the mountain into a man-made lake wher e
its quality will permit its recreational use . From there it will flow int o
the Carson Valley of Nevada . Nevada will soon be pumping its waste ove r
the mountain to the East . On the north and west shore a collection system
is underway for disposal into an old volcanic crater and ultimate perco-
lation into the Truckee River .

Efforts are now underway to create a Lake Tahoe Regional Author-
ity through the enactment of an Interstate Compact . If Lake Tahoe is to be
saved from premature eutrophication, there must soon be formed a regiona l
administrative agency with the authority and ability to establish and enforc e

• strong controls on sewage and solid-waste disposal from the great amoun t
of erosion taking place from sub-divisions, ski resorts, road construction ,
logging, etc .

BEFORE A CRISIS

	

.

I mention Lake Tahoe only as an example of what can happen in a
very short time . . This condition and worse is being repeated through the
length and breadth of the land . We have read about the degradation of Lak e
Erie in one short generation. It can happen and is happening elsewhere .

People need-to-know what is happening and most of all they need-
to-know what is taking place in their own locality . We are all contributor s
to the pollution of our waters, and we all must share the responsibility fo r
its protection and treatment so the down-stream users may also enjo y
water ` of good quality .

The technology of communications by use of computers to recor d
all kinds of complex data, to predict needs and to make decisions and eve n
to implement those decisions at remote control centers is becoming common -
place in industry, in managing stream flows and in power generation .

In the area of people-to-people communications, there are no per-
fect and controllable systems for there is no reliable formula for predic-
ting peoples' reaction. A computer's response is predictable . Human



reactions vary between people and even from time to time with the sam e
people . They vary between communities and within communities . They
vary between the different environments of regions . They vary with
different social and economic groups . Human nature and how it responds
from time to time to various social, economic and political impulses i s
probably the most complex of all the variables with which we must deal .

As a people, we in America have been slow to act before a crisi s
is upon us . Once the crisis has been recognized and the people understan d
the problem and its potential consequences have been properly assesse d
and interpreted, we generally have moved aggressively to take the necessary
actions to solve the problems .

When these problems are localized, as may be the need for floo d
control or water for domestic and irrigational uses, it is relatively simple
to marshall the support for an action program, particularly if the necessar y
funding can be obtained from some higher level of government .

SUPPORT IS DIFFICULT

An entirely different problem may exist in marshalling the suppor t
for funding for a waste-treating project . After all the water has been use d
and it is easy to dump it into the stream and let the next user or community
worry about it . This has been the history across the nation.

Suddenly we begin to realize that something must be done if we ar e
to have usable water for our many needs . Treating costs for domestic and
industrial uses are rising, fish and wildlife habitat is being endangered or
destroyed, wells are producing a head of foam because of non-degradeabl e
detergents in the underground basins, recreation waters are being down -
graded or closed because of contamination, and esthetic values are being
destroyed .

When several or all of these situations become apparent, we fin d
that the various interest groups may band together in support of corrective
action . Usually the first reaction is to find the culprit, someone to blame ,
even though they themselves may be the contributors . It is always easie r
to blame someone else, particularly if corrective measures will be costly .

However, when the situation reaches this point, it at least open s
up lines of communication . Frequently the parties concerned spar at arm s
length with charges and counter charges . Under these conditions, littl e
progress can be made . Seldom are satisfactory solutions developed unti l
all the parties of interest recognize and admit that they have a commo n
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problem that must be solved for the common good . When ,this point i s
reached, it is possible to work together in analyzing the problem, develop-
ing alternate solutions and finally agreeing on a plan of action .

This is not a simple or rapid formula for solving today's comple x
water problems, whether it be water supply or waste disposal, whether it
be local, basin, or in'terbasin in . character . However, in solving thes e
problems, some derivation of this procedure will be used .

We must determine what is the problem, where is its source, how
can it be corrected, how much will it cost, who must share in its correction
and when must it be accomplished .

There is the need for al] concerned parties to know and understand
each of these elements . All interested and concerned parties should b e
kept informed as studies and plans proceed and possible solutions develop .
This can be done through the various political subdivisions and user groups .

Developing sources of water supply or controlling and preventin g
water pollution is much more than a physical or technological problem . It
is a peoples' problem. It is their right-to-know, and their need-to-know
what, how, when, and where corrective and preventive measures must be
taken. If they do understand these factors, they will more willingly provid e
the financial support for implementing the necessary action programs .



Presented April 25, 1968 by RAYMOND C . VARS, JR ., Assistant Professor ,
Department of Economics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon .
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The purpose of this lecture is to provide a report on recent studies o f
income redistribution through public investment . Although economist s

have long recognized that all public investment programs affect both the
size and the distribution of national income, only in recent years have the y
attempted to employ a multidimensional criterion for the evaluation of publi c
investments . Nonetheless, these research efforts may be ranked among
the outstanding contributions to applied welfare economics in the past half-
dozen years .

The two major conclusions reached in the course of the lecture are
as follows :

1. The benefits from "favorable " redistributions of income may
occasionally justify the construction of public investment project s
otherwise rejected as inefficient .

2. Increased use of price discrimination in the sale of publi c
project outputs is preferable to the construction of oversize d
projects in order to achieve redistributional objectives .

TWO PROPOSED PROJECTS

The basic objective postulated in ' the evaluation of potential govern-
ment investment projects is the maximization of social welfare . This ob-
jective cannot be translated easily into criteria for assessing the desirability
of investment projects because the concept of social welfare is ambiguou s
and unmeasurable in any direct fashion . Consequently, economic efficiency
or the maximization of national income often is used to replace social wet -
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fare . When individual projects are designed to maximize their contribution
to national income and when all projects that increase income are constructed ,
national income will be maximized . The selection of projects which maxi-
mize the size of national income, however, " . . .is sufficient to achiev e
maximum social welfare only if one of two conditions is met . Either equal
increments to income must have the same welfare significance no matter t o
whom they accrue (the distribution of income does not matter) ; or there
must exist a separate tax and transfer system or some other means fo r
achieving the desired or 'proper' distribution of income ." [2, p .495 . ]
Neither of these conditions is met in practice, and consequently it is clea r
that economists must explore the implications of introducing distributiona l
considerations into the evaluation of government investment projects .

The impact of an income redistribution objective on project selection
and design is approached here by first outlining the efficiency-maximizin g
selection between two proposed projects . Then, a social welfare function
capable of selecting between alternative income distributions is introduce d
and the complications created for project selection and design investigated .

Consider two unrelated projects I and J to construct facilities to
produce intermediate goods X and Y respectively . The relationships be-
tween the major variables of the projects are depicted in Figures 1 and 2 .
The scale of each project is measured along the horizontal axis in units of
annual supplies of X and Y . These supplies are assumed to be known wit h
certainty over the lifetimes of the projects . Costs, prices, and other value
items are measured in annual equivalents of their time streams (calculate d
by using an appropriate discount rate) on the vertical axis in both figures .
Figure 1 shows the demand curve, DD x (equals the value of the margina l
product of X), and the long-run marginal cost curve, CCX , for the output
of project I . (Temporarily ignore the curve MM' .) Figure 2 shows the
demand curve, HH Y (equals the value of the marginal product of Y), and
the long-run marginal cost curve, CCy, for the output of project J .

The efficiency-maximizing scales of projects I and J are given b y
the intersections of the demand and marginal cost curves in Figures 1 an d
2 . Only at scales X* and Y* is the necessary marginal condition for econ-
omic efficiency -- equality of marginal cost and value of marginal product - -
satisfied for each project . Hence, only at scales X* and ** is each project' s
potential contribution maximized . Construction and operation of project I
at scale X* would increase national income by an amount measured by th e
area DEC, while the construction and operation of project J at scale Y*
would increase income by an amount HKC .

In a conventional benefit-cost evaluation both projects would have
positive net benefits equal to their respective potential contributions t o
national income, DEC and HKC . Both projects are absolutely efficient in
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the sense that the construction of either would increase national income .
Assuming that the total costs of each project are equal (say, OCEX* =
OCKY*) and HKC exceeds DEC, then the benefit-cost ratio of project J i s
greater than the B-C ratio for project I . Project J is relatively mor e
efficient than project I. If income redistribution is not a policy goal, then
project J would be. constructed by an agency restricted, perhaps by a budge t
constraint, to the construction of either I or J, but not .both,\ during the
present period . '

VALUE JUDGEMENTS MADE

This argument ,can be recast in another form more directly useful
for investigating various questions concerning income redistribution through
project selection . Figure 3 represents a society composed of two groups ,
where income received by the group potentially benefiting from project I i s
measured on the horizontal axis and the income of the group benefiting fro m
project J is measured' on the vertical axis . These groups are composed of
all beneficiaries of each project, including both users . (direct beneficiaries )
and non-users (indirect beneficiaries) of project outputs . The three
parallel lines with slopes of -1 depict all possible distributions of the thre e
levels of national income relevant here . Point A on the lowest of the thre e
lines represents the income positions of the two groups without (or before )
the construction of either project I or J . Point X* on.the middle line indi-
cates the groups' income positions with the construction of project I at its
efficiency maximizing scale (X* in Figure 1), and point Y* on the highes t
line indicates their incomes with the construction of project J at its efficiency- .
maximizing scale, (Y* in Figure 2) . If only the size of national income
matters in determining public policy, then project J constructed at it s
efficiency-maximizing scale would place this society at point Y* on the .
highest, and therefore "best, " line in Figure 3 .

When the distribution of income .matters, however, the selectio n
of a project which maximizes the size of national income is not sufficient
to maximize social welfare . To examine the impact pf introducing distri-
bution-al considerations, two value judgements are made : (i) society prefer s
a larger national income to a smaller one given some relative distribution ;
and (ii) society prefers a more equal distribution of a given level of nationa l
income over a less equal distribution . Given the number of people, as wel l

Project I, of course, is not necessarily rejected permanently . If project
I has positive net benefits when re-evaluated in some future period and i s
not again inferior to another project(s), it will eventually be constructe d
also .
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as the relative income distributions, within each group, a social welfar e
function based on these judgements produces a set of isosocial welfare'
curves similar to W0 , .W1,' and W 2 in Figure 3 . (Since the slope of any ray
through the origin represents a given relative distribution between group s
I and J, it is clear that successive hypothetical redistributions of any give n
level of national income that move society closer to the ray OE reduc e
inequality . )

Temporarily ignoring non-project techniques for redistributin g
income, as well as the efficiency costs of .financing project deficits, fou r
important propositions about the impact of distributional considerations o n
project selection emerge from an inspection of Figure 3 . (1) If an investing
agency faces a budget constraint and must select either project I or projec t
J, then the relatively inefficient project, project I (constructed at its effic -
iency-maximizing scale, X*), should be selected by an agency instructed t o
maximize social welfare . Project I allows society to reach W 2 , while
project J permits society to attain only WI . A larger increase in national
income is properly foregone in order to achieve a more equitable distri-
bution of income between groups I and J . The practical importance of thi s
conclusion is obvious . Government agencies are sometimes accused o f
selecting relatively inefficient projects . If, however, income distributio n
does matter, there are no a priori grounds for claiming that such agencie s
are performing poorly
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(2) This does not mean, of course, that relatively inefficient pro-
jects which redistribute income in the "right" direction must always b e
selected to maximize social welfare . For example, suppose that an agenc y
must select either project J or project K (see point K in Figure 3) . Project
J allows society to reach W1, whereas the construction of project K woul d
mean that society achieves a level of social welfare somewhat lower tha n
W I . Project K does redistribute national income in favor of group I -- th e
" right" group, but society places a greater value on the national income
foregone by not constructing project J than it does on this redistribution .

A concern for the distribution of income does not justify the con -
struction of all projects redistributing income in the " right" direction

Similar conclusions emerge when one considers the constructio n
of absolutely inefficient projects -- that is, projects that actually lower th e
level of national income . For example, consider projects L and M (se e
points L and M in Figure 3) . Projects I, J, and K, of course, are absolutely
efficient (i . e . , raise the level of national income) and are superior to eithe r
L or M. (3) Nevertheless, if an agency does not have any projects simila r
to I, J, and K, then it should construct project L if its budget permits .
National income is lower because project L is constructed, but the distri-
bution of income is sufficiently improved to increase the level of socia l
welfare above W0 . (4) Of course, project M should never be constructed .
To repeat a previous conclusion, concern for the distribution of incom e
cannot justify the construction of all projects redistributing income in th e
"right" direction .

PRACTICAL RESULT S

The practical importance of these conclusions may be illustrate d
by reference to two recent studies of income redistribution through publi c
investment . Robert H . Haveman investigated 147 water resource project s
constructed in a ten-state area in the South from 1946 to 1962 . Haveman
concluded that :

" . . . 72 of the 147 southern projects bearing 50 percent
of the total Federal funds committed failed to satisfy th e
same criterion when maximum national income was th e
goal and when welfare weights were, not attached to the
costs and benefits . When the redistributive impact i s
used to revalue the pure income variables, i .e ., when .
the goal becomes multidimensional, only 25 of the project s
representing 18 percent of the Federal funds committed .
are rejected by the criterion . Thus, it is estimated that
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47 of the projects representing 32 percent of the Federa l
funds committed will result in both a decrease in the ex-
pected size of national income and a concurrent increas e
in the expected total social welfare, while 25 of the pro-
jects accounting for 18 percent of the Federal fund s
committed will result in a decrease of both expecte d
national income and social welfare ." [4, pp . 148-49 . ]

Although these results illustrate conclusions (2), (3), and (4) above, thei r
significance is fully appreciated only when . one knows that the Federal fund s
committed to the 147 projects equalled $2 .644 billion. The 47 projects that
failed the maximum national income criterion, but passed the social welfare
criterion because of redistribution benefits, required the committment o f
$846 million, a non-trivial sum .

In another study, A . M. Freeman [1] investigated the effect of six
reclamation projects on the size and distribution of income . Using a plaus-
ible form of social welfare function (including a criterion based on incom e
redistribution from a project), he found that all six projects were redistrib-
uting income in the "right" direction, but the redistribution benefits wer e
not large enough to justify the construction of the five projects found to b e
absolutely inefficient . 2 Once again conclusion (4) is illustrated .

The analysis is subject to two important qualifications . First, ar e
there other techniques for redistributing income? Though the constructio n
of inefficient projects may be the only technique available to agencies, it i s
not the only technique available to society . A variety of non-project expen-
diture programs and tax-transfer schemes can also be employed to chang e
the size and distribution of national income . The alternative technique s
actually available are not discussed here . Instead, the existence of othe r
feasible, though costly, techniques is assumed, and the original problem
of selecting between projects I and J is re-examined with the aid of Figure 4 .

As before, point Y* indicates the groups' income positions with th e
construction of project J at its efficiency-maximizing scale, and point X *
indicates their incomes with the construction of project I at its efficiency-
maxin]izing scale . The two curves Y* TO and Y*T 1 represent alternative
income positions when society constructs the efficiency-maximizing project
(project J) and institutes some other redistribution program . The costs of ,
the hypothetical redistribution programs are measured as reductions i n

2 Of course, public investment projects do not invariably redistribute in -
come in the "right" direction. Interestingly, Haveman has observed tha t
"the odds seem better than even that the direction of the income redistribu-
tion resulting from public water resource investment accentuates rather than
ameliorates the well-known efficiency short falls ." [5, p . 698 . ]
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national income by the vertical distances between the highest income lin e
through Y* and the curves Y~~T0 and Y*T1 . If the least-cost redistribution
program is the one that generates the curve Y*T O , none of the preceeding
conclusions require modification . On the other hand, if the least-cost pro-
gram is associated with the curve Y*T 1 , then the preceeding conclusion s
do require modification . Project J plus the redistribution program allow s
society to reach W4 at Y', while project I permits society to attain only W 2 .
Therefore, the existence of relatively low cost non-project redistributio n
programs can invalidate all economic arguments supporting the construction
of absolutely and/or relatively inefficient projects to achieve distributional
objectives . (Political and social constraints, however, may not permit
society to implement some feasible and low-cost redistribution programs . )

The second qualification to the preceeding analysis derives from
the fact that many public investment projects operate with deficits financed
by various taxes, the sale of government debt of varying maturities, or in -
creases in the money supply . Depending on the method selected, the finan-
cing of project deficits also changes the size and distribution of national
income . Each financing device has different income and announcemen t
effects -- disposable incomes and the terms of choice in the private sector
are affected differently by each financing technique . If there are increasing
efficiency costs associated with each technique, then points Y* and X* woul d
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lie on lower national income lines than shown in Figures 3 .and 4 . The
relative positions of Y* and X*, and therefore the ranking- of projects I and
J, would also change . Again, the preceeding conclusions_may require
modification .

	

I
Nevertheless, despite these qualifications, the benefits fro m

favorable redistributions of income may occasionally justify the construc-
tion of relatively, and possibly absolutely, inefficient public investment
projects .

OVERSIZED PUBLIC PROJECT S

The construction of relatively, and perhaps absolutely, inefficien t
projects at their efficiency-maximizing scales is just one method of em-
ploying public investment programs to redistribute income . Another-type
of deliberately created inefficiency may also be used to achieve redistri-
bution objective$ . Freeman [ 2 ] has demonstrated that when pricing (o r
more generally repayment) policies are not variable, but a project re -
distributes income in the "right" direction, the optimal scale of a welfare -
maximizing project may be greater than the efficiency-maximizing scale .

The argument supporting the construction of oversized project s
can be illustrated with the aid of Figures 1 and 5 . The efficiency-maxi-
mizing scale is X*, and if the price OB is charged, project I increases it s
direct beneficiaries incomes by an amount DEB in Figure 1 . As before, '
point X* in Figure 5 indicates the income positions of the two groups wit h
the construction of project I at scale X* . A larger increase in incomes ,
DGA, can be achieved by expanding project scale from X* to X1 and sub-
stituting a price of OA for OB . Point XI in Figure 5 indicates the incom e
positions of groups I and J with project I operated at scale X I . National
income at XI is less than at X* because expansion of project capacity em -
ploys resources to produce outputs less valuable than in their alternativ e
uses . Output is expanded over a range where marginal costs exceed th e
marginal values of X . A redistribution accompanies the decrease . in in-
come ; however, and this may permit society to achieve a - higher level of
social welfare . In Figure 5, for example, the construction of project I at
scale X I would place society at a level of social ' welfare above WI . -There -
fore, the construction of oversized public projects may conceivably in -
crease social welfare .

Certain qualifications to this conclusion must be noted . First,
the construction of oversized projects is not the only available technique
for redistributing income . Existing and proposed tax-transfer program s
are, and will undoubtedly continue to be, imperfect and costly . It does not

1
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follow, however, that these imperfections and costs make tax-transfe r
programs inferior to oversized projects for redistributing income . Second,
the efficiency costs of financing an oversized project's deficit are als o
relevant in selecting between tax-transfer programs and oversized projects .

Nevertheless, the major limitation of the analysis to this point i s
the implicit assumption that project output must sell at uniform infra-
marginal prices . Although it is conventional in economic analysis t o
assume uniformity of marginal prices over quantities demanded, economi c
efficiency does not require such uniformity . Price discrimination and an
efficient allocation of resources are compatible with one another . The
necessary marginal condition for economic efficiency is the equality o f
marginal cost and marginal price -- not the equality of marginal cost an d
infra-marginal prices . Non-uniformity of infra-marginal prices does have
significance for the distribution of income, however .

Therefore, before concluding that maximization of social welfare
may often require the construction of oversized public investment projects ,
it becomes necessary to investigate the significance of introducing dis-
criminatory pricing into the preceeding analysis . Given the fact that
discriminatory pricing is actually practiced in the sale of many publi c
project outputs, the lack of explicit consideration of non-uniform pricing



must be regarded as a major weakness of recent research on income re -
distribution through project design .

The implications of suggesting the substitution of a set of non-
uniform infra-marginal prices for a uniform price selected to achiev e
some income redistribution objective may be illustrated by referring onc e
again to Figure 1 . Consider, for example, the set of non-univorm mar-
ginal prices shown by the curve MM' ; marginal prices increase as the
quantity demand increases, and marginal price exceeds the average pric e
for all quantities . If the set of price offers MM ' is substituted for the
uniform price OB, and if the output of the project has a zero income elas-
ticity of demand, the increase in the incomes of project beneficiaries at
the efficiency maximizing scale of project, X*, equals the area BEM i n
Figure 1 . This substitution increases the project's deficit from CEB to
CEM . The increase in the deficit in this case equals the increase in in -
comes received by project beneficiaries, BEM ( = CEM - CEB) .

Alternatively, an identical increase in project beneficiaries in -
comes could be achieved by substituting a uniform price of OA for OB and
expanding project scale from X* to X 1 . By construction the area ABE G
in Figure 1 equals the area BEM . The results of substituting one unifor m
price for another, however, are altogether different from those that ob-
tain when a set of non-uniform marginal prices is substituted for a unifor m
price . The increase in beneficiaries incomes, ABEG, no longer equal s
the increase in the deficit of the project, BEFGA . The reason for this i s
simple . In the absence of some non-price rationing scheme, substituting
a lower uniform infra-marginal price, say OA, for OB requires over -
expanding the project to where marginal cost exceeds possible margina l
prices . Therefore, the increase in the deficit reflects the decrease in th e
average and marginal price that increases beneficiaries incomes, ABEG ,
and the loss, EFG, that derives from employment of resources to produc e
less valuable outputs than in their alternative uses .

THREE CONCLUSIONS

Three conclusions follow from this analysis . (1) For achieving
an increase in project beneficiaries incomes greater than DEB, the defici t
of a project of scale X* or larger (if the desired increase in incomes ex-
ceeds DEX *O) with discriminatory pricing of its output is less than th e
deficit of an oversized project with non-discriminatory pricing . (2) The
efficiency costs of financing the deficit of the project with discriminator y
pricing of its output are therefore less than the same costs for the large r
project with non-discriminatory pricing . Moreover, (3) national incom e
is larger the smaller the loss, EFG, from a misallocation of resources ,
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and this loss is smallest for a project with discriminatory pricing of it s
output .

These conclusions are reflected in the construction of Figure 5 .
The curve X)U indicates alternative income positions for groups I and J
when project I is constructed at scale X* or larger and a uniform price i s
charged for its output . The curve X*D indicates alternative incom e
positions for the two groups when project I is constructed at scale X* (or ,
perhaps, larger) but discriminatory prices are charged buyers of it s
output.

The decrease in the incomes of group J equals the sum of (i) th e
increase in group Vs incomes, (ii) the efficiency costs of financing the
deficit of the project, and (iii) the decrease in national income from a
misallocation of resources . The vertical distance between curves X*D ,
X*U, and X*Z provides a measure of the decrease in group Ps incomes ,
and the preceeding analysis explains why all points on the curve X*U rep-
resent lower levels of national income than those on curve X*D with any
given relative distribution .

Since society prefers a larger national income to a smaller on e
given its relative distribution, social welfare is greater when a positio n
on X*D is selected instead of a point on X*U with an identical distribution .
Some position similar to XS. on curve X*D in Figure 5 is always preferre d
to positions on curve X=',*U . Therefore, construction of an oversized pro-
ject and selling its outputs at non-discriminatory prices increases socia l
welfare less than the construction of a smaller project and selling its out-
puts at discriminatory prices . Other things being equal, price discrimi-
nation in the sale of public project outputs is preferable to the constructio n
of oversized projects to achieve distributional objectives . 3

3 This conclusion also obtains where the output of a project has a non-zero
income elasticity of demand . Of course, the efficiency-maximizing ca-
pacity and the welfare-maximizing (with discriminatory prices) capacit y
do not coincide (at X*, for example) where there are income feedbacks on
the demand for a project's output . Nevertheless, ignoring the case of a
public project producing an inferior good, the welfare-maximizing capacit y
with discriminatory pricing is always less than the welfare-maximizing
capacity with non-discriminatory pricing . National income is therefore
larger when price discrimination is practiced, and the conclusion in the
text covers what would appear to be the principal interesting cases .
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PRICE DISCRIMINATION

Of course, both the possibilities for and the actual practice of
charging discriminatory prices for public project outputs are widely known .
Nevertheless, it is suggested here that the potential of price discriminatio n
for favoring project beneficiaries (broadly defined) is not reflected in re -
cent work on income redistribution through public investment . Freeman ,
for example, correctly emphasizes the importance of both project scal e
and repayment formulae for achieving distributional objectives . He also
recognizes the potential national income-foregone by the construction of
oversized projects .

He does not consider, however, the full range of possible pricing
and repayment schemes that permit substantial, and perhaps sufficient ,
income redistribution without any misallocation of resources . Freeman
concentrates on examining only the marginal conditions that must be satis -
fied for welfare maximization and thereby ignores the potential importanc e
of infra-marginal variations in repayment policies for achieving redistri-
bution .

There is no question that Freeman is correct when he observe s
that :

"There is ample evidence that we, as a nation, prefe r
to hide our subsidies and grants behind a facade of re -
spectability . The requirement of repayment for irri-
gation projects as currently administered could be in-
terpreted as such a facade for hidden redistributive
deviceq . This preference for covert rather than overt
redistribution is an economic good in that it cannot b e
satisfied without cost ." [ 2, p . 506 . ]

Preference for covert rather than overt redistribution does no t
require society to choose the most costly covert means of achieving it ,
however . Freeman only partially recognizes that " . . . tinkering with
the price mechanism is one of the more feasible and generally satisfactor y
ways. of securing whatever distribution of wealth is desired ." [3, p . 171 . ]

The conclusions obtained in this lecture are not radical . Delib-
erately created inefficiencies in project selection and design 'are accept -
able only when non-project redistribution programs, including price dis-
crimination schemes, are more costly than inefficient projects fo r
achieving income redistribution . It follows that no general defense o f
inefficiency in project selection or design is intended .
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Presented May 2, 1968 by JAMES PARK, Assistant Professor, Department
of Business Administration, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon .

4 rite- 7;'‘~&e

aad IOate r

Any discussion of the rights-of the public to water requires some under -
standing of water ownership and private property . Water has tradition-

ally been held to be a part. of the land and when sold it went with the land ,
although like any .other part of the land that was severable it could be sol d
and treated separately . It could be carried from the land and severed from
it, but was always considered. to be a part of land ownership and rights t o
water could not be obtained unless somewhere in the background there wa s
a right to the land upon which the water flowed.

The right to water in those states where there was a lot of water ,
and that was almost all of the eastern part of the United States, was based
upon. the flow of a stream and the land washed by it . So long as, there wa s
plenty of water for all, all had an equal right to use the stream . Eac h
could use his share and leave enough for those downstream . True, some
problems did,arise when some persons used more than that to which the y
were entitled, leaving little to travel to the downstream owners . But, by
and large, the system worked to the benefit of all and was generally work -
able . This system, as most of you probably know, is called riparian
ownership, and is one of the basic doctrines of water ownership in th e
United States .

The system worked fine in those states which had plenty of wate r
flowing in their streams, but when the tide of population pushed westwar d
there was not plenty of water flowing in the streams . The system didn' t
work as it did farther east . When a man took his share of water, he didn' t
have enough for his own use, and when .he took enough water for his own
us,e sometimes there was no stream left .

We are .a nation of adaptable men . We can not only adapt to the .
environment in which we find ourselves, but .we can adapt our laws to fit
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that environment . Laws change as the needs of the people change and luck -
ily for us we are able to make the law change to fit the .needs of the peopl e
and not the other way around . The hardy miners and livestock men of the
west simply adapted the law to fit their needs whether it was one of "wh o
should put up a fence" or "who has the right to the water in a stream . "
Since there obviously wasn't enough for all, it became a system of firs t
come first served . Water rights were appropriated by those who neede d
them and if there wasn't enough for those who came later that was their
tough luck.

THE PERMIT SYSTEM

The Westerners adopted a system of water allocation from one o f
an unlimited resource to one of a' limited resource . The laws were the
same as might be applied to gold, silver or the land itself . This was law
created by the courts . The legislature for the most part was a mer e
follower . Law was created as disputes arose and the courts in settling th e
disputes created justice for all . In short, this was the common law process .

The courts were concerned, primarily, with the water ownership ,
with consumption and with use, since this was the major concern of the
litigants . The courts for the most part are not empowered to make law i n
the larger sense, nor to protect the rights of the public unless the public i s
in some way represented in the lawsuit -- and the public for the most part
has gone unrepresented. The system of appropriation worked well enoug h
but now there was a need for some means of determining what had bee n
appropriated and-by whom . The local registration system, such as tha t
used for land and mineral, was not appropriate since the water had the un-
fortunate habit of flowing over long distances and affecting larger areas .
To solve this, the legislatures of most of the western states passed com-
prehensive codes which required the appropriator to file his claim with a
central office, and established rules of priority for the use of water . For
the most part, the legislatures were codifying the procedure developed by
the courts, and protecting the ownership of the land . The general design
for the permit system was not in fact new, but merely an adoption of th e
recording system long used to protect land titles .

The permit system as created by the legislature was designed to
protect the rights of all the water users . In Oregon the legislature went s o
far as to say "All water within the state from all sources of water supply
belong to the public subject only to vested rights in its use and to furthe r
appropriations ." ORS 537 :120 . Indeed this statement would lead us to be-
lieve that all water is subject to public use, but putting this statement i n
its context it suggested only public ownership . It merely denies any prio r
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ownership or claims of right based upon prior riparian rights not previously
exercised .

I do not want to suggest that the courts and the legislature have
completely left the general public from any right to water use . All private
use of any resource, including water, is subject to the power of eminen t
domain . Water can be condemned and taken for public purposes, be i t
municipal water supply, or federal hydro-electric projects . And of course
all waterways are subject to the public use for navigation . This right has
been very broadly interpreted to include almost any travel or transportatio n
of any form and for any purpose .

At one time navigation required commercial benefit . The so-calle d
"saw log test" is perhaps the ultimate of this line of reasoning . Any wate r
course which could float a "saw log" was considered subject to the publi c
right to travel upon it . Fortunately, the test of navigability has been ex-
panded to include some non-commercial uses . Recreational use, such a s
floating a duck boat into a private shooting preserve, even though the duck
boat had to be poled down the river was questioned . The court said the
hunter was exercising a public right and not subject to prosecution for
trespass . Diana Shooting Club v . Husting (1914) 156 Wis . 261, 145 N .W .
816 .

NAVIGABLE STREAM S

And in another Wisconsin case, the court refused to permit th e
state public service commission to grant a permit for construction of a
private hydro-electric dam across the Namekagon River because as the
court cited, "The right of the citizen of the state to enjoy our navigabl e
streams for recreational purposes, including the enjoyment of sceni c
beauty, is a legal right that is entitled to all the protection which is give n
financial rights . * * The Namekagon River, on which the proposed dam
is to be erected, is famous throughout the eastern half of the United State s
because of its scenic beauty, desirability for float trips and canoeing, an d
for a type of fishing water which the Federal Fish and Wildlife Service ha s
described as rapidly disappearing from the state of Wisconsin ." Muench
v . Public Service Commission (1952) 261 Wis . 492, 53 N .W . 2d . 514 .

The laws of Oregon have long recognized this right to navigation .
The Oregon Admission Act states that all navigable streams or rivers i n
Oregon are open as free highways to the public . Our courts have held that
upon joining the Union, Oregon acquired all land covered and uncovered by
tide and under navigable rivers . Oregon has not specifically defined navi-
gability, but the legislature has said that any stream that is even susceptibl e
of navigation may be made navigable . (ORS 780 :010 )
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Navigation does not, however, imply the right to use land riparia n
to the stream, as in most states, including Oregon public access is onl y
permitted upon the stream itself . Navigation is a primary benefit to the
public, the right to use the stream, to fish it and to boat -- to travel upon it .

But aside from this limited use for travel, the basic question of
protecting the rights of the public to the use of our water resources has no t
been one that has overtaxed the courts . The primary concern of the court s
has been private water rights, since these were the rights in question i n
most of the litigation.

The general approach of the legislature has been to follow the lea d
of the courts . In this way the law has been developed . The legislature ha s
excepted certain streams from appropriation, because of their natura l
beauty, such as the Rogue, Silver Creek, or the streams that flow over th e
edge of the Columbia River Gorge and form the walls which we all admire - -
but aside from these few exceptions the policy of the legislature has been t o
develop water primarily for private benefit .

The State Sanitary Authority has been created to protect the quality
of our water, both for the private user and for the public in general . In
their list of beneficial uses to be protected, the traditional private use s
appear at the top . Top items are : Domestic Water Supply, Industrial Wate r
Supply, Irrigation, Livestock Watering, Anadromous Fish Passage, Sal-
monid Fish Rearing, Salmonid Fish Spawning, Resident Fish and Othe r
Aquatic life, Hunting and Wildlife, Fishing, Water Skiing and Swimming ,
Pleasure Boating, Aesthetic Qualities and Navigation . It is interesting t o
note, if you consider this list as reflecting priority, that Domestic Wate r
Supply heads the .list and that Navigation is last . The priority in betwee n
demands the most reflection .

Perhaps it would be useful here to explain what is meant by
Beneficial Use . This term is not new to the OSSA, the State Engineer s
Office, or the legislature . It is a term long used by the courts to describe
the permitted uses of a resource, and is defined by one legal dictionary a s
"The right to use and enjoy property according to one's own liking or so a s
to derive a profit or benefit from it, including all that makes it desirabl e
or habitable, and as distinguished from a mere right of occupancy o r
possession . A total use, permitted as one that is desirable rather tha n
one that is not to the benefit of humanity . "

One factor which makes the allocation of water difficult is that
water as a resource has many uses -- some of which are very competitive .
Many of these uses do consume, of course, and like land require exclusiv e
ownership . Others, to varying degrees, are compatible -- such as fishing ,
scenic beauty and navigation . In some cases, there are uses which ai d
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each other such as navigation and hydro-electric production on th e
Columbia River .

I have referred to the basic philosophy that the courts have adopted
when allocating water rights, and have suggested that the legislature ha s
worked with the problem. The approach taken by the legislature has bee n
to create an agency with the specific task of protecting the rights of th e
general public from the special interest groups which are more directly
concerned with the use of a resource . This is standard procedure . The
Agency is given the power to regulate, to-establish standards, and to contro l
the use of the resource, whether it be the broadcast airways, the highway s
or the public waters .

In Oregon we have a multitude of special purpose agencies specifi-
cally empowered to administrate the use of water . First, of course, is th e
State Engineers Office, then the State Water Resources Board, the State
Sanitary Authority, Irrigation Districts, Drainage Districts, Flood Contro l
Districts, Water Conservation Districts, and Water Control Districts .
Combined with this we get the State Land Board and the State Highway
Commission also involved in that they are concerned with the land surroun-
ding the water .

NOT VERY SATISFACTOR Y

With all these agencies, the question is how can they all be con-
cerned with the protection of the public's rights to the use of water . The
answer is that generally they are not . Some are, as their name implies ,
special purpose agencies designed for a specific job . The first thre e
operate on the state level and are concerned with over all policy, and eve n
these three are given specific jobs by the legislature . Then, you rais e
the question of what happens to the agency given the power and the authorit y
to protect the public against the solely private interests .

In many cases, the agency is able to conduct its business in the
way that it was designed . In others, the results are not so desirable . W e
need only look at the primary interests of some of our major regulator y
bodies to see what I mean . Instead of the agency controlling the industr y
that is using the resource, the controlled somehow captures the controller .
The only persons who have an interest in the activities of the agency ar e
those who are regulated by it, and frequently they are the only ones wit h
whom the agencies deal . The only persons who present their side of th e
case are those who have something to lose .

Frequently the regulators themselves look at their position as one
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of a judge standing in the middle trying to balance the equities between th e
rights of the private user and those of the public . In fact, it is the publi c
whom the agency is ostensibly protecting . Most agencies do have experts
who are commissioned to review the circumstances with an impartial ey e
and report to their superiors the supposed truth in the matter to be decided .
But in many cases there is no truth, no absolute .

The results of the circumstances noted above leave the public with -
out a voice in the determination of the very issues with which they shoul d
have the most concern . Even in the better of the two circumstances, that
is where the agency stands as an impartial arbiter, the result is that th e
general public has no one to take its side of the issue . And when some or-
ganization does rise to the challenge to present the side of the public, th e
cry is usually raised that this is a special interest group rising against the
best interest of the public (industry) .

The basic philosophy of the courts is that of an advisory proceeding ,
the court is impartial, and the parties themselves are supposed to raise al l
the issues and the court will then make the decision. Both sides must b e
represented or the court will grant a default judgment in favor of the side
present. When you adapt this philosophy to an administrative agency and
the agency chooses to act as the court to arbitrate between the rights of th e
special user and of the public, one side of the dispute is left unrepresented ,
that of the public . And because ofa carry-over from the court room ethi c
it is frequently impossible for the public to be represented . The require-
ment is generally set that to present your case you must have standing be -
fore the agency . Standing is of course an old court room requirement tha t
before the court would let you enter a lawsuit you must have something t o
lose -- to be directly involved in the dispute . When you carry this into an
agency decision on the allocation of water, generally the only person who
would fit the traditional concept of standing is the one who applied for th e
permit .

NEW APPROACH NEEDED

There is some hope that this can be changed and there is some cas e
law which perhaps is a forecast of decisions to come . One case which I
would cite to you is Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal
Power Commission, a 1965 case found in Vol . 354 Federal Reporter Second
Series page 608 .

In this case, the court required the Federal Power Commission i n
its allocation of a power site on the Hudson River and famed Storm Kin g
Mountain, to look beyond the evidence of economic benefit as presented b y
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the petitioner, the Coisolidated Edison Company of New York, to indepen-
dent sources of information . As suggested by this _reference, the court i s
still the final authority . Every person limited by agency action may -app 1
to the courts, and occasionally we find a court that is willing to iaplwold the
rights of the public over the purely commercial interests .

The purely common law approach, law made by the courts, a s
suggested tends to represent only those represented in the litigation . Alao-

	

I
cation by administrative agency seems to look only to those directly cob-
cerned, not to the interest of the broad public which has no means .of repre-
senting its interest. Perhaps this is one area where . some basic investi-
gations should be made to determine a better way to allocate our resource s

-.so that the general interest of the rights of the public in water can b e
: directly represented .

What I have been trying to suggest is that the two principal mean s
of making decisions in allocation of our resources, especially water -- an d
I include in this the pollution of our water since pollution is an allocation,
and in many cases a use exclusive of all others -- may not be the bes t
means of determining use . But what alternatives do we have? Purel y
political means, popular vote? Legislative action? We may end up with a '
situation such as the Beach Bill of last summer, or the "Save our Salmon "
situation of a few years ago .
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Presented May 9, 1968 by WILLIAM N . PARKE, Associate Professor ,
Department of Forest Management, Oregon State University, Corvallis ,
Oregon .
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A mericans, like ducks, have taken to the water . The Farmers Home
Administration has indicated that the number of private swimmin g

pools in America jumped from 2, 500 in 1948 to 124, 900 in 1959 . Countles s
thousands of private swimming pools have been installed in subsequent years .

Research as to the reasons for the phenomenal increase in swim-
ming pools would be interesting . Whether the pools were intended to b e
used for therapy, relaxation, training for competetive swimming and divin g
events, or merely to maintain one ' s social status in order to "keep up wit h
the Joneses, " is of little consequence . The important thing is that the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation reports that in 1965 swimming, whether i n
pools or under more natural water conditions, was participated in by 48 %
of our population.. Swimming is exceeded only by picknicking (57%) drivin g
for pleasure (55%) and sightseeing (49%) in the number of persons 12 year s
of age and over who participated in selected outdoor activities . Projections
of both the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation and the Outdoor Recreation Re -
sources Review Commission indicate that by the year 2000, swimming wil l
be the most popular single outdoor recreation activity, even exceedin g
walking for pleasure, and driving for pleasure, both of which presentl y
outrank the swimming use .

Americans are water-oriented, and swimming is but one of the
sixteen major summertime outdoor recreation activities . Fishing, boating,
and water skiing have experienced tremendous growths in the past decad e
or so, and are also included among the sixteen major summertime outdoo r
activities . Predictions are that these three water sports will also grow in
popularity . Water skiing is expected to increase 363% between 1965 an d
2000 and percentagewise this is a much higher predicted growth than an y
of the other fifteen major outdoor recreation activities .
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Certainly water-oriented activities did not become overly popula r
until the last few decades . Water always has been, and will continue to b e
a necessity of life . In the early life of our country water provided a means
of transportation -- so necessary for explorations, and later commerce .
The Great Lakes, the lakes in the Boundary Water Canoe Area in Minnesota ,
and larger rivers in our country were all used by explorers, fur traders ,
and early settlers, as a means of access . Later many of these waters wer e
used for transporting goods . Though the waters opened up beautiful and
spectacular views to canoeists and boat travellers, scenery, or even canoe-
ing or boating were not the primary attractions to the waterway travellers .
The situation is much different today .

Around the turn of the century several Federal agencies became
more and more involved in providing outdoor recreation opportunities . The
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission reminds us that thoug h
these Federal agencies now have major roles in the field of outdoor recre-
ation, none of them were established to provide recreation for the public .
Until a few decades ago outdoor recreation was pretty much tolerated b y
Federal agencies rather than fostered.

Most Federal agencies have changed from defensive programs o f
furnishing basic facilities and services to meet minimum health and sani-
tation requirements to aggressive programs intended to provide high quality ,
durable, and attractive facilities . Sensing the public pulse, Congress an d
the Federal agencies are responding to the public needs and demands fo r
greater recreation opportunities on public lands .

We are all aware of the underlying reasons and justifications fo r
these recreation demands, so it is appropriate to briefly review the policie s
and programs of certain Federal recreation agencies concerning water -
oriented recreation activities . These agencies are not given in the orde r
of their relative importance, but taken at random .

FEDERAL WATER MANAGING AGENCIES
AND OUTDOOR RECREATION

A . The Corps of Engineers was originally established to develo p
non-military and construction projects . For over a hundred years it planne d
only for navigation . In the 1930's its responsibilities were increased to
include flood control, power generation, and provision of irrigation storage ,
as well as navigation . From 1958 to 1965 Congress has assigned it additiona l
responsibilities for consideration of water supply, fish and wildlife enhance-
ment, water quality control, and recreation.
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As a result of the growing demand for recreation on the Corp s
of Engineers' projects the past decade or so, Congress and the Corps peopl e
have become more tolerant of such recreation use, and in fact are doing
much more in providing opportunities for it . It appears likely that we hav e
now reached the point where recreation, in one or more of its aspects, may
become an authorized purpose of future Corps of Engineers ' projects, or in
some cases, of existing projects which now are authorized for other pur-
poses . I will later on mention the Fern Ridge Reservoir as an illustratio n
of this .

The Corps now operates more than 250 reservoirs in 40 state s
covering over 3 .25 million acres and 25, 000 miles of shoreline . Upwards
of 200 million visits are made to Corps' projects annually . Basic recrea-
tion facilities such as roads, parking areas, camping and picnic areas ,
sanitary facilities, boat launching ramps and other items are being provide d
in increasing numbers . When additional services and facilities are desired ,
the Corps attempts to induce state and local governments to assume respon-
sibility for construction and maintenance . We have many examples of suc h
cooperative efforts at nearby Corps' projects in Oregon .

A serious problem facing the public is the land acquisitio n
policy of the Corps, as set forth in a joint policy statement with the Depart-
ment of the Interior . This policy provides for the acquisition of a narrow,
300-foot strip, around reservoirs . Not only is this unpopular with the lan d
owners, but it does not provide adequate area, in many instances, for
additional recreation development ; it simply provides public access to th e
water . An outstanding example of this is found at Fern Ridge Reservoir ,
northwest of Eugene . Overuse is evident almost daily during the summer,
and to meet this, . acquisition of adjacent private property is necessary .
Irrigation, and not recreation, is the primary purpose of this reservoir .
Quite likely this should be reversed .

B . The Bureau of Reclamation was established in 1902 for th e
purpose of providing irrigation for arid western lands . The Bureau doe s
not have authority to consider recreation values as either a primary or
secondary purpose of water development projects unless specifically author-
ized in particular reclamation acts . Since it does not have the basic author-
ity to develop the recreation potential of its reservoirs, it has transferre d
this function, in many cases, through interagency cooperative agreements .
Classic examples of this are the Wickiup Reservoir in the Deschutes Nationa l
Forest, Oregon, and the Tieton Reservoir, Snoqualmie National Forest, i n
Washington .

The Bureau now has nearly 200 reservoirs, with over 7, 00 0
miles of shorelines, and plays host to better than 25 million visits annually .
The Bureau's land acquisition policy is essentially the same as that of the
Corps of Engineers .
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An objectionable feature of Bureau reservoirs is that of meet-
ing irrigation schedules with the water users (mainly irrigators) inasmuc h
as the draw-down normally occurs during the peak summer recreation use .
Obviously the water users are the principal beneficiaries and are respon-
sible for repaying project construction costs . The draw-downs are not
always conducive to good fishing . So far the Bureau has not developed any
significant policy regarding recreation on its reservoirs .

C. The Tennessee Valley Authority was created in 1933 as .a re-
gional resource development agency based on the concept that all the resour -
ces of a river basin are interrelated and should be developed under on e
unified plan for maximum effectiveness . The original T .V .A . Act made no
specific reference to recreation. It did authorize surveys and plans for th e
general purpose of fostering-an orderly and proper physical, economic ,
and social development of the Tennessee basin . Since .the region was well-
suited in climate and scenery for recreation, the only ingredient lacking t o
make it popular was water . With the addition of water it soon became evi-
dent that recreation was no longer a by-product .

' T .V .A . does not directly administer recreation sites . Unde r
the premise that recreation use was largely enjoyed by local residents ,
local governments have been enticed into developing and administering the
recreation resource . T .V .A .'s long-standing policy of not participating
directly in providing recreation facilities is being re-examined in light o f
the tremendous demand for recreation opportunities . Its responsibility for
assuring adequate public access has taken on new depth and dimension an d
it is now seeking to identify this area . The T .V.A . now has 27 major lakes .
with over 10, 000 miles of shoreline . Recreation visits. to these lake s
amounted to 52 million in 1957 .

D. The Federal Power Commission was created by Act of Con-
gress for .the purposes of acting as an independent regulatory agency, an d
having jurisdiction over the licensing of hydroelectrical projects . The
interest and influence of the F .P .C . in outdoor recreation occur mainl y
through the provisions of licenses, granted to non-federal interests, t o
construct hydroelectric projects . Such projects have some recreationa l
potential .

The Act also provides that the F .P .C . shall require license s
to construct and maintain such fishways as may be prescribed by the Secre -
tary of the Interior at their own expense .

In issuing licenses the past few years, the F .P .C . has re-
quired licensees to provide public access to project waters and lands, and
to provide recreation facilities as a part of the cost of the project . Further -
more, when recreation developments are made and maintained by th e
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licensee, such costs become a cost of doing business and are deducted fro m
gross income just like any operating expense . Such operating expenses can
be recovered through higher electric rates charged the consumer .

FEDERAL LAND MANAGING AGENCIES
HAVE WATER RESPONSIBILITIE S

A . United States Forest Service, with 186 million acres of fores t
lands, and water surfaces, and a liberal program for providing recreatio n
opportunities in almost any form of outdoor recreation desired, is a majo r
contributor to the recreation enjoyment of the American public . Some 1 4
million acres of wilderness type forest lands are dedicated and manage d
for wilderness enjoyment, including fishing in isolated mountain lakes and
streams .

	

-

	

. '

Over 150 million visits are being made annually to nationa l
forest recreation areas, of which over 10 percent -- or about 16 millio n
visitor-day use -- is made for fishing . Fishing is the third most popular
recreation activity in the national forests, being exceeded by camping, and
recreation travel .

The national forests contain 84, 000 miles of fishing streams ;
15,570 named lakes totalling 1,388,000 surface acres ; and 2,632 impound-
ments containing over 903,000 surface acres . These are impressive fig-
ures, and the public so considers these as evidenced by the use they
receive for fishing, camping, enjoyment of scenery, swimming, boating ,
and even ice skating .

Through the 1960 Multiple-Use Act, Congress gave the Fores t
Service an edict to manage the national forests with due consideration o f
recreation, among the other four major resource uses . Part of the credi t
for passage of the Multiple-Use Act is due to the enthusiastic public accep-
tance of the Operation Outdoors program, which contributed so much to the
enjoyment of the recreation opportunities in the national forests .

' A major change in charging for recreation use of certai n
Federal recreation developments has affected the Forest Service probably
more than other Federal recreation land-managing agencies due largely t o
the fact that the Forest Service has a higher developed campground capacity
than all other Federal agencies combined . Nevertheless, this system of
charging for recreation is sound, and is being uniformly guided by the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, a coordinating recreation bureau in th e

'Department of the Interior .

1.
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B. National Park Service was established by Congress in 1916 ,
though several individual national parks had been set aside previously, the
first being Yellowstone in 1872 .

The Act of 1916 charged the Park Service with the responsi-
bility for "conserving the scenery and the natural and historic objects and
the wildlife therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in suc h
manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoymen t
of future generations . "

The National Park Service has attempted to adhere to thi s
policy over the years but pressures of use have made some inroads . A n
example is the boating on Yellowstone Lake, which activity is opposed by
some conservation groups . Currently the N .P.S . is faced with policy de-
cisions as to whether it should adhere to the "preservation " concept, o r
submit to pressures of "use ." There seems to be little objection to the ful l
recreation enjoyment of National Recreation Areas under National Par k
Service administration . Examples of this are Lake Meade, Whiskeytown,
and other National Recreation Areas where picnicking, boating, water skiing
and other recreation activities are fostered and enjoyed .

Peculiar to the National Park Service, fishing in national park s
is regulated by the Park Service, and not by the State Fish Departments .

C. The Bureau of Land Management has the largest acreage of
Federal real estate, with over 450 million acres under its administration.
Most of this,land, with the exception of public domain lands in Alaska an d
a few other places, is arid, . desert lands, with limited possibilities for
recreation involving water . It does have choice lake and stream fishing
opportunities in Alaska, and the possibility of developing reservoirs else -
where on public domain lands appears encouraging . Congress, however ,
has been slow in giving a helping hand to the BLM with respect to develop-
ing recreation on its lands and waters . Public pressures and demands wil l
eventually change this .

D. The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife not only administer s
its own bird and wildlife refuges but supervises, under Congressiona l
authority, two important grants-in-aid to state governments . The one w&
are most concerned with here is the Dingell-Johnson Act .

Financing the Dingell-Johnson Act program comes from a 1 0
percent manufacturers' excise tax on fishing equipment . The act provide s
for financial aid to the states for fish restoration and management . The
state selects and plans the projects, performs the work, and provides one
fourth the cost . The Bureau helps the state plan programs -and projects ,
reviews proposals and performance, and provides three fourths of the cos t
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of reimbursement on approved projects . Program activities consist of
research, managemenit of fish populations, land acquisition, development
of fish habitat, fisherman access, and necessary state and F;e r..al .asdttaxa.=
istration. Each states share is based 60 percent on ritn,bp-r of licie'zyred
sport fishermen, and 40 percent on the land and wate r, ,a:rea of each state-..

The Dingell-Johnson program is outstanding in all of its . as-
pects . It has financed the primary users, which are fishermen, and pro-
vides recreation enjoyment to others in the form of enhanced scenery ,
boating, swimming, ice skating and other activities .

Specific benefits from the Dingell-Johnson program are :

1. Improvement of stream habitat, including development
of low dams, creating pools for fish ;

2. Installing or removing barriers to fish passage, in-
cluding cleaning out logs and debris in streams ,
and providing screens for separating and destroyin g
undesirable fish;

3. Improvement of fish populations through re- stockin g
lakes and streams ; planting fish in newly develope d
lakes ; by building spawning areas, and replacing
rough fish (such as at Diamond Lake) with desirabl e
fish ;

4. Improving fishing opportunities by building fishing
piers and boat access publishing maps and informatio n
about fishing ;

5. Research, surveys and inventories, designed to con-
trol 'fish losses from diseases, - parasites and pollution .

The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission con -
tends that most of the sport fishing in the U .S . takes place on privately -
owned lands and water and that the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife
makes a real contribution by resolving the basic problems of diminishin g
habitat and increasing demand by encouraging increased fish production o n
private lands and by developing methods for the creation of better rappor t
between sportsmen and landowners .

The Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife reports that within
the 48 contiguous states there are 95,000 . square miles of inland fresh
waters suitable as sport-fish habitat .
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E. Although the Bureau of Indian Affairs' primary task is to take
care of the needs of the Indian population, some Indian reservations ar e
open to fishing and other forms of aquatic use . In some instances fishing
has been permitted on reservation streams only through the mandator y
employment of Indian guides .

F. The Soil Conservation Service has no statutory, or other for-
mal authority for constructing recreational facilities, nor is recreatio n
use included in justification for appropriations .

The Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act (Publi c
Law 566) provides that local organizations may apply to the Secretary o f
Agriculture through the S .C .S . for assisting in developing a local floo d
prevention and protection program . Projects are constructed on a cost-
sharing basis with the Federal Government paying 100 percent of the floo d
prevention cost allocation, and 50 percent of the fish and wildlife measures .
In addition to its cooperative efforts in the Public Law 566 program, the
S .C .S . gives technical assistance to farmers and'ranchers in developin g
farm ponds for which the farmers may obtain low-interest Federal loans .

WATER SAFET Y

It is not enough to merely recognize that with an increasing popu-
lation and more participation in aquatic sports it is expected that there wil l
be more accidents involving pleasure boats . Greater attention is needed i n
water safety .

The Federal Boating Act of 1958 requires that boats be numbere d
by the state in which principally used . Only motorboats over 10 horsepowe r
are required to be numbered . However, almost 3/4 of the jurisdiction s
have broadened the scope of their respective numbering systems . Three
states do not yet have approved numbering systems -- Washington, New
Hampshire, and Alaska . In these states the Coast Guard performs th e
numbering function .

The regulations which implement the Federal Boating Act requir e
that in case of collision, accident or other casualty involving a motorboa t
or other vessel, the operator must file a report if the occurrence results
in (a) loss of life, (b) personal injury incapacitating any person for mor e
than three days, and (c) property damage in excess of $100 .00 .

The Coast Guard has released the figures on boating accident s
during 1967 showing that there were 4, 113 boating accidents which resulte d
in 1,312 fatalities . Nine hundred and seventy-four vessels were involve d
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in 819 accidents resulting in 1,365 personal injuries, and 3, 268 vessel s
were involved in 2, 269 accidents accounting for $6 million in propert y
damage .

In order to tighten safety programs designed to reduce the numbe r
of boating accidents, the following analysis was made of these accidents .
Not only in 1967, but since 1959 when the Coast Guard started gatherin g
statistics -- vessel capsizings have consistently accounted for more live s
lost in boating accidents each year than any other type of casualty . The
great majority of capsizings are attributed to some fault of the operator i n
his handling of the vessel . Chief among these faults are improper loading
or overloading the boat; ignoring weather warnings and proceeding unde r
unfavorable weather conditions ; and operating in waters which exceed the
limits of the craft and/or the operator's training or experience .

About half of the vessels reported in accidents were involved in
collisions . These collisions accounted for most of the personal injuries .
The principal cause of a vessel colliding with another vessel or with a fixe d
object is the failure of the operator to maintain a forward lookout . The
increasing popularity of water skiing has contributed to this safety problem .
Collisions rank second to fires and explosions in accounting for propert y
damage .

Only through public awareness of the hazards of boating, and what
to do to prevent accidents, can an effective boating safety program b e
attained . There are marine traffic laws, known as the "Rules of the Road, "
whose primary purpose is to prevent collisions between vessels . Certainly
every operator should be familiar with these rules and regulations and obe y
them. It is not possible to overemphasize the importance of these rules .

It is interesting to note that of the 4 .4 million boats registered i n
1967, 1 .6 percent of these were in Oregon in which 2 .3 percent of the tota l
boating accidents occured . The boating industry claims there are over 8
million boats in existence in America, though only half this number ar e
registered .

New York State led all others in total number of registered boats
in 1967 with 409, 000 . It is also interesting to note that over a July Fourth
weekend in a recent year, more people died in New York State from boating
accidents than from car accidents . Michigan, California, Minnesota ,
Wisconsin, Texas and Florida follow in this order with the largest numbe r
of registered boats . Oregon, with 87, 000, is farther down the list .

Boating accidents should be the concern of all Americans . It i s
not enough to just be accident minded . In 1967, 82 percent of the drowning
victims from boats which carried life-saving devices on board did not us e
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them . In the United States, boating, other than canoeing or sailing, i s
participated in by over 33 million persons 12 years of age or older .

SCENIC CONSIDERATIONS

Inland waters, whether streams or lakes, are not only used fo r
swimming, boating and water skiing, but possess scenic qualities that
attract hikers, motorists, and even persons using aircraft . In order to
reserve certain public lands and waters having outstanding scenic, fish ,
wildlife, and outdoor recreation values of present and potential benefit t o
the American people, legislation is being proposed to establish a National
Wild and Scenic Rivers System . Such a proposal (S .119) was introduce d
in the 90th Congress, and Oregonians should be interested in the fact tha t
the Rogue River has been listed among the select few throughout the countr y
to be classified both as "Scenic, " as well as "Wild . "
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Presented May 16, 1968 by J . GRANVILLE JENSEN, Professor, Depart -
• ment of Geography, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon .
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I t is a pleasure to participate in this seminar series as the representativ e
of the geography faculty . Especially to those of you regularly participat-

ing students, permit me to compliment you on taking time for the study o f
water problems, for there is increasing need for public appreciation an d
understanding of the complex, interrelated man-water resource system .
Each of you can be of significant help through diffusing the knowledge an d
insights gained from your studies in this important seminar .

Our topic today, Geographic Research on Flood Plain Occupance ,
is not concerned with water per se but rather is concerned with people -
caused problems resulting from persistent and increasing occupance o f
flood hazard areas . In this context my assignment is to illuminate the rol e
of geography, as . a discipline, and of geographers . It will be known by all
of you that scholars of other disciplines and persons in management agen -
cies have made, and are making, significant contributions to research o n
flood plain occupance . The omission of reference to their work is inten-
tional, but not at all intended to imply any lesser importance .

Many geographers have long been concerned with research and the
diffusion of knowledge leading toward fuller understanding of the realitie s
and processes of man's occupance of earth environments, and thus it i s
axiomatic that flood plain occupance would concern geographers . In the
diffusion of knowledge, it is probable that classes in geography introduce
more adults to the significance of floodplains and to the problems resultin g
from their occupance, than any other subject matter .' Research by

This estimate is a function of the large number of students enrolled in
geography courses in American colleges and universities (581,411 re -
ported by the Directory of College Geography in 1967) and of the nature o f
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geographers on the realities of occupance of floodplain areas is not at all
new . What is new is the focusing of research by a significant number o f
geographers on the problems of floodplain occupance and on implementatio n
of research findings in decision making, planning, and in public policy
.formulation with reference to the nation's flood problem . Let us firs t
review some evidence to evaluate the magnitude of the problem, then focus
on recent research by geographers .

THE MAGNITUDE O F
THE FLOODPLAIN OCCUPANCE PROBLEM

There is no doubt that man has occupied floodplain areas fo r
cropping since time immemorial, but major investments and permanen t
settlements appear to have been commonly located well above high water .
In the mid-20th century, however, permanent occupance . of floodplains is
expanding and intensifying as a result of the magnitude of population growth ,
increasing land needs of society, and the expanded capabilities of-moder n
technology . As permanent occupance has persistently increased, and re-
curring floods have resulted in damage, pressures on government for floo d
protection have increased . Thus the problem, and some very difficul t
questions . How should protection be provided? How much protection i s
reasonable to provide? By whom should protection measures be imple-
mented? Who should bear the costs and how much?

The Willamette River, for-example, is normally a "mild-mannered "
stream flowing through a pleasant valley, but in flood it becomes a power -
fully damaging force . Most of you no doubt have, read that-once .there was a
thriving settlement across the river from Corvallis called Orleans . It wa s
so severely damaged by the 1861 flood that it was never rebuilt . , Such majo r
floods are more common than most of us realize . (Figure 1) In this graph ,

the subject matter . It is, of course, recognized that geography textbook
treatment of flood and floodplain occupance problem is commonly incidenta l
to larger evaluations, nevertheless it is there and instructors commonly
expand on the need for solutions to the problem of flooding . See for ex- .
amples : Introduction to Physical Geography by Arthur N . Strahler, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc ., New York, 1965, pp . 276-278 ; Introduction to Geography
by Henry M . Kendall, Robert Glendinning, and Clifford MacFadden,

	

-
Harcourt Brace & World, Inc ., New York, 4th edition, 1967, pp . 88-92 ;
Conservation in the United Statesby Richard M. Highsmith, J . Granville
Jensen, and Robert D . Rudd, Rand McNally Co ., Chicago, 1962, pp . 197-
234 (Second edition now in print for 1969 contains an expanded section o n
the water problems .
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the recent occurences of major floods in the Oregon area as identified by
the Weather Bureau with estimates of dollar damage are indicated . Mor e
details are given in four tables at the end of this article . Table 1 gives the
data on which this graph is .based . Table 2 gives annual damage for Oregon,
and for the nation 1955-1965 as estimated by the Weather Bureau . Table 3
reports flood damages in the Willamette River during four recent floods b y
type of damage according to Corps of Engineers analysis . Floods such a s
indicated for 1964 are estimated to have a probability of occurence of onl y
one in a hundred years, but floods such as in 1965 have a probability of on e
in seven years as noted in Table 4 .

Clearly Oregon has a flood plain occupance problem -- unless one
thinks an average annual damage bill of from 5 to 20 million dollars is n o
problem . But let us turn to the national scale .

The map of 1925-26 average losses shows that the problem is in-
deed national with especially great losses being sustained in the Nort h
Atlantic, Ohio, Missouri, and Pacific sectors . (Figure 2) Persistent and
increased pressure on Congress from occupants of the Mississippi Valle y
for major flood protection, in 1850, caused Congress to authorize the Corp s
of Engineers to provide levees along the Mississippi . In 1917 flood control
for the Mississippi and Sacramento River Basins were authorized! Ther e
followed many authorizations including the so-called 308 series of reports
by the Corps of Engineers 3 which led to major expansions of investment in
abatement projects including the Columbia and Willamette rivers . Then,
in 1936, Congress passed the first broad gaged Flood Control Act 4 including
the concept of a positive benefit/cost ratio, and thus established the Federa l
Government as responsible for provision of flood protection .

In 1954 the Watershed Protection and Flood Control Preventio n
Act served to extend federal involvement to tributaries and small water -
sheds, and more important brought the Department of Agriculture into the
flood control effort . 5

Presumably the Congress authorized costly flood abatemen t
measures in the belief that flood losses would be reduced . The graph,
(Figure 3) from a study by the geographer Roland C . Holmes, showing 1 5

2 Act of March 1, 1917 ; U . S . Statutes 948 .
3 U . S . Statutes 1010, 1927 . The reports submitted over a period of a

decade were termed "308 Reports" because they were authorized by Hous e
Document No . 308, 69th Congress, First Session.
4 U . S . Statutes 1570, June 1936 .

5 Public Law 566 1 83rd Congress ; U . S . Statutes 666 .
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TRENDS IN TOTAL FLOOD LOSSE S
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year moving averages, indicates that flood losses are increasing in spite
of some 8 billion dollars in abatement expenditures . The less heavy soli d
line on the graph indicates losses sustained during noncatastrophic flooding .
Holmes suggests that it is the losses from frequently occurring floods tha t
best reveals the increasing cost of expanding and intensifying occupance o f
floodplains .

The report of the Task Force on Federal Flood Control Policy ,
1966, chaired by geographer Gilbert White, contains a significant graph o f
flood damage reported in 1959 dollars . (Figure 4 )

ESTIMATED GROWTH OF POTENTIAL AVERAGE FLOOD DAMAGE
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PLAIN USE , (NOT ACTUAL DAMAGE IN YEAR INDICATED )

FIGURE 4

The top line represents damages that might have occurred withou t
abatement works and the lower line the estimates of losses . The difference ,
of course, revealing the great value of engineering flood abatement measures .
But as revealed in the lower curves the annual damage estimates are contin-
uing to increase, even with the lower projection which assumed continue d

700
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annual expenditure of over 300 million 1959 dollars for protective projects .
The report contains an estimate of flood protection investments since 193 6
of over 8 billion dollars, current annual expenditures of about half a billion
dollars, and current annual losses of over one billion dollars . Some of the
dollar increase -- or continuation of losses at a high level -- may be
attributed to improved reporting, but it appears clear that the major caus e
must be persistent expansion and intensification of occupance on floo d
hazard areas .

The evidence of increasing losses in spite of continuing high cos t
to society for protection measures seems to make clear that occupance o f
floodplains is indeed a major problem both in the Willamette Valley and o n
the national scale .

Until recently the national policy and nearly all efforts towar d
solution emphasized abatement of floods through engineering works suc h
as are noted in the left hand column of Figure 5 . But various scholars and
writers have long urged a more comprehensive approach that would includ e
alternatives and supplements such as corrective measures noted in the
second column including better flood forecasting and warning, and floo d
proofing ; floodplain regulations as noted in the third column including zonin g
and building codes ; and measures as noted in the fourth column includin g
public purchase for open space, warning signs, and flood insurance . It is
in research focussed on a number of these alternatives and in urging a mor e
comprehensive approach, where geographers appear to have made the majo r
contribution . Let us then note a few of the leaders and their publication s
with some specific observations, on the geographic approach, on flood
proofing and insurance, on perception of hazard, and finally on regulation
of occupance .

GEOGRAPHERS AND THE COMPREHENSIVE APPROAC H

Although not the first geographer to recognize the problem an d
need,6 it is clear that Gilbert White must be recognized as the single mos t
influencial geographer not only for his own research and publications urging
a broader approach, but also for his active participation in national govern-
ment policy making, and for stimulation and encouragement of others . In
the mid 1930 1 s Gilbert White published at least two papers alluding t o

6 For example see Smith, J . Russell, "Plan or Perish" Survey,vol . 58,
1927, pp . 370-377, in which he specifically urged new and broade r
approaches to the flood problem .
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management of occupance on floodplains as a needed supplement to control
structures .? Then in 1942 his doctoral dissertation entitled Human Adjust-
ment to Floods developed in detail a geographical approach which he be-
lieved would be more national in scope and more nearly sound . 8 In hi s
words published in 1942, "It is a view which considers all possible alter -
natives for reducing or preventing flood losses ; one which assesses the
suitability of flood-protective works along with measures to\ abate floods ,
to evacuate people and property before them, to minimize their damagin g
effects, to repair the losses caused by them, and to build up financial re -
serves against their coming . It is a view which takes account of all relevan t
benefits and costs . It analyses the factors affecting the success of possibl e
uses of a floodplain. It seeks to find a use of the floodplain which yield s
maximum returns to society with minimum social costs and it promote s
that use ." 9 His urging of a geographic approach -- or in more modern
terminology a total system approach -- did not gain . widespread support at
that time, no doubt in part because of its enormous complexity .

Various geographers published papers which urged other than
engineering approaches to the flood problem ; 10 some were active in research

7 White, Gilbert F ., "The Limits of Economic Justification for Flood Pro-
tection, " Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics, vol . 12, May 1936 ,
pp . 133-148 .

8 White, Gilbert F ., Human Adjustment to Floods : A Geographical Approach
to the Flood Problem In the United States, University of Chicago, Depart-
ment of Geography Research, Paper No . 29, Chicago, 1945 . (Dissertation
for the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Geography dated June 1942), 225 pp .
For a recent statement by Gilbert White see : Kneese, Allen V . and Smith ,
Stephen C ., Water Research, pp . 251-269, Baltimore, Johns Hopkin s
Press, 1966 .

9 Ibid, p . 34 .

1° See : for examples : Kollmorgen, W . M ., "Settlement Control Beats Floo d
Control," Economic Geography, vol . 29, July 1953, pp . 208-215 . Koll-
morgan, W . M ., "And Deliver Us From Big Dams, " Land Economics ,
vol . 30, pp . 333-346 .
White, Gilbert F ., "State Regulation of Flood-Plain Use, " Journal of Lan d
and Public Utility Economics, vol . 16, August 1940, pp . 352-357 . Santa
Clara California, County Planning Commission, "Flood Problems and
Supplements" (prepared by geographers of the staff), San Jose, 1952 .
Miller, H . V ., "New Aids to Tennessee Communities : TVA Flood Data
Now Available, " Tennessee Planner, vol . 14, June 1954, p . 218 .
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supporting the Hoover Commission Task Force on Water Resources and .
Power 1 1 Others participated in the work of the President's Advisor y
Committee on Water Resources,32 both of which reported in 1955 . The
impetus of these Presidential level reports and stimulation by Gilbert Whit e
then led to an expanded research effort and a series of major publication s
by geographers on pertinent aspects of the so-called "neglected alternatives "
to flood abatement works . We will now review a few of the research effort s
by geographers .

FLOOD PROOFING

John R . Sheaffer in the late 1950's, in cooperation with TV A
authorities, undertook a detailed investigation of the possibilities of floo d
proofing as a part of a comprehensive approach .13 Flood proofing is a
supplement to abatement work s- which recognizes the reality of irreversible ,
intensive occupance of flood hazard areas and implies that additional use s
may be justified with appropriate protection measures . A few illustrations
from his studies will be instructive . The technique of elevating investment
on built up ground within hazard areas is illustrated by -Figure 6 . Note that
parking areas and open spaces appropriately utilize the low-lying ground .

The composite, Figure 7, sums up several protective measures :.
1/valves for closing sewers, 2/sump pumps, 3/ and 4/masonry closing o f
openings and cracks, 5/screens to ward off floating debris, 6/bulkheads t o
cover openings, and 7/waterproofing of lower walls .

Sheaffer concluded that flood proofing is especially viable wher e
frequent moderate floods are experienced, where individuals desire t o
solve their own flood problem without collective action, and where the

11 U . S . Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment, 1953-1955, Report of the Task Force Group on Flood Control i n
Water Resources and Power, Task Force Report, Government Printin g
Office, Washington, D . C . 1955, pp . 717-842 .
it U . S . President's Advisory Committee on Water Resources, Wate r

Resources Policy : A report, Government Printing Office, Washington, D .
C ., 1965, 35 pp .

13 Sheaffer, John R ., Flood Proofing : An element in a flood damage re-
duction program . University of Chicago, Department of Geography, Re -
search paper No . 65, Chicago, 1960, 197 pp .

Sheaffer, John R ., Introduction to Flood Proofing : An Outline of Princi-
ples and Methods, Center for Urban Studies, University of Chicago, 1967 ,
61 pp .
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A planned unit development on a flood plain site . The example at the top of the
page illustrates a valley location with only a part of the site subject to flooding . The
lower example shows a site entirely within a pondage area and subject to low stage flood -
ing. In this case, a portion of the site was artificially raised to be above flood levels.

FIGURE 6

occupance in fact requires location in the hazard area and the investment

needs protection . Although he concluded that flood proofing can provid e
important protection and reduce losses, he also gave some warnings . The
success of flood proofing depends on accurate and timely warning . Flood
proofing through encouraging increased occupance has the potential fo r
promoting catastrophic losses when design limits are exceeded . Thus in
Figure 8, curve 2 indicating major protection from keeping water out o f
structures, rises directly to the level of no protection when design limit s
are exceeded .

FLOOD INSURANC E

Flood insurance is related to flood proofing in that it also pre-
sumes continued occupance of hazard areas . In general such insurance is
not now available to occupants of flood hazard zones or it is too costly .
The concept of flood insurance, probably to be backed by Federal legis-
lation is not at all new . In fact, in 1956 the Congress approved a flood in-
surance Act, Public Law 1016, but the Act was never funded . Recently
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the geographer Czamanske carried on basic research concerned wit h
attitudes toward flood insurance which helped mold the 1966 report of th e
Department of Housing and Urban Development entitled "Insurance and Othe r
Assistance to Flood Victims . " 14 Together with this report a Bill was sub-
mitted to the last session of Congress proposing a National Flood Insuranc e
Act . As drafted the Bill would require identification of flood hazard areas ,
estimation of degree of hazard, and finally establishment of actuariall y
sound premium rates .

There are of course problems, flood insurance could encourage
further unnecessary and undesirable encroachment on floodplains . On the
positive side, however, a properly structured flood insurance progra m
ought to foster more thoughtful, realistic decisions concerning floodplain
occupance, by emphasizing the degree of risk involved -- and, of course ,
by requiring premiums suited to the risk and values protected . Such
insurance ought not to become only a subsidy for a select few who persist
on " gambling" with a river, but rather it ought to be based on the principl e
of broadly spreading the risk -- probably on a national scale .

PERCEPTION AND CHOICE OF ALTERNATIVE S

Why do people continue to occupy and invest in areas subjected t o
repeated flooding, especially where it is not really necessary and wher e
there are alternatives? Perhaps a fuller understanding will be gaine d
through more analytical research on perception of floodplain values an d
and the risk of flooding . Certainly the way people perceive their environ-
ment is basic to their decision making . Among geographers who have
researched this problem, the publications of Robert Kates are notable . 1 5

"Report of the Department of Housing and Urban Development to th e
President, "Insurance and Other Programs for Financial Assistance to
Flood Victims, " U . S . House Committee on Public Works, 89th Congress ,
2nd Session, Committee Print 43, 134 pp ., 1966 .

15 Kates, Robert William, "Hazard and Choice Perception in Flood Plain
Management, " University of Chicago, Department of Geography . Research
Paper No . 78, Chicago, 1962, 157 pp .

Kates, Robert William, "Variations in Flood Hazard Perception : Im-
plications for Rational Flood-Plain Use, " in Jensen, J . Granville (editor) ,
Spatial Organization of Land Use : The Willamette Valley, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, 1964, pp . 96-112 .
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In 1962 publications he -lists the following as conclusions from many field
interviews :

1. They do not know about the flood hazard . He points out
however, that such ignorance is unusual .

2. They know about the flood hazard, but personally do not .
expect a future flood .

3. They expect future floods but expect to bear a loss .

4. They expect a loss, but not a serious one .

5. They expect to bear a serious loss and are concerned - -
and in this case usually have undertaken or are plannin g
action to reduce losses .

Thus we have a number of personal attitudes that lead occupant s
of floodplains to ignore the hazard and potential loss . 'Kates' studies le d
him to comment, "that the rationality of man is not overly impressive . "
He also concluded that floodplain occupants are prisoners of their exper-
ience with reference to perception of flood hazard, "floods need to b e
experienced, not only in magnitude but in frequency as well . Limited -
experience causes some occupants to-feel floods are not so bad after all ,
and thus to lose the motivation to seek further alternatives, or to decid e
that they have received the flood nature had in -store for them and tha t
another will not occur for some time . "

There is considerable evidence that floodplain dwellers fail to -
perceive the possibilities of greater floods than they have experienced, an d
there also'is evidence that they commonly assume too much protectio n
from engineering works for abatement . The conclusion would appear to b e
that there is need for more realistic evaluation of the risk by floodplai n
occupants and for expanded flood information and warning effort .

REGULATION OF OCCUPANC E

One of the obvious alternatives to protection is regulation o f
occupance . The underlying principle being that it may be better to kee p
vulnerable development out of the flood hazard area in the first place, than .
to try to do something about it later . That it has not commonly been im-
plemented . perhaps may be attributed in part to the American heritag e
embodied in the concept of the "Independent Man, " and in part to the real-
ities of funding our agencies which tend to favor abatement works ove r
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restrictive occupance regulation. A significant major publication on thi s
topic which serves as a scholarly review is that by Francis C . Murphy
(1958) in which he undertook to "ascertain what is necessary and practica l
in the regulation of floodplain development in ordbr to reduce flood losses ." 1 6

The basic question is whether or not society should allow individual
freedom to invest in flood hazard areas . If it were only the individual s
suffering losses, perhaps one could rationalize such freedom . But, this
is not commonly the case, for flood losses lead to pressure by the ."inva-
ders" for protection by government -- at'the public expense .

Figure 9 shows major damage in the Keizer area of Salem in th e
1964 flood . Not only had this housing development encroached upon th e
floodplain, but it usurped high quality farmland . Was it really necessary ,
or desirable in the public interest ?

The fundamental principles of occupance regulation are embodied
in the diagrammatic cross-section which envisions a three-stage zonin g
according to degree of hazard . (Figure 10) In the first zone all permanent

FIGURE 10

16 Murphy, Francis C ., "Regulating Flood-Plain Development, " Universit y
of Chicago, Department of Geography, Research Paper No . 56, 1958, 204 pp .
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occupance would be presumed to be against the public interest . Exception s
would have to demonstrate fundamental need for location in the major hazar d
zone . In the second zone occupance would be regulated but not prohibited .
The third zone up to the maximum flood stage would be unrestricted but
occupants warned of potential flooding . It will be readily noted that the
problem of where to place the delineations is not simple and involves th e
question of what is reasonable risk and would require thorough analysis o f
flood probability .

Figure 11 is an artist ' s conception of how such regulation migh t
guide land use . The first zone, the floodway, is open space and recreatio n
including a stadium -- which could be floodproofed . The second zone - -
the floodway fringe is restricted in that buildings must have floors above
flood level, but filling is permitted . The third zone is unrestricted -- but
the artist envisions the urban complex almost wholly above maximum
probable flood stage .

There hardly can be any question that the rnagnitude of flood losse s
now being borne by society and individuals, increasing population, an d
realization that abatement cannot reasonably provide full protection, lead s
to the conclusion that further encroachment of flood plains by vulnerable
occupance ought to be regulated by society and in some cases precluded.
It is pertinent here to note that the problem of floods transcends city ,
county, and even state boundaries . Does it not then follow that action pro -
grams especially regulation of occupance, to be effective, must be conceive d
in scale corresponding to the problem? If we agree, then it is clear tha t
city, county, and state governments must cooperate at least on the scal e
of river basins to assure reasonable uniformity of building codes an d
ordinances for management of hazard zone occupance .

CONCLUSIO N

My assignment was to consider geographic research on flood plain
occupance with special reference to the role of geographers . In the 1930' s
and 1940's Gilbert White urged a comprehensive approach to the problem
of flooding . It has taken nearly 30 years, but finally society has receive d
his message . In a personal letter, Gilbert White says, "this is a cas e
where geographers outlined the problem, did the major research, enliste d
collaboration of others -- economists, engineers, and psychologists -- and
drafted a new national policy." Thus, the man-environment system point
of view of geography has contributed significantly in the evolution of a ne w
attitude toward the nation's flood problem .

That there is a new national policy of a more comprehensiv e
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approach is readily documented . On August 11, 1966, President Lyndon
Johnson formalized the Federal policy in Executive Order 11296 which in-
cludes the following :

"Section 1 . The heads of the executive agencies shall pro -
vide leadership in encouraging a broad and unified effort t o
prevent uneconomic uses and development of the Nation' s
flood plains and, in particular, to lessen the risk of flood
losses in connection with Federal lands and installations an d
federally financed or supported improvements . Specifically :

"(1) All executive agencies directly responsible for the
construction of Federal buildings, structures, roads o r
other facilities shall evaluate flood hazards when plannin g
the location of new facilities and, as far as practicable ,
shall preclude the uneconomic, hazardous, or unnecessary
use of flood plains in connection with such facilities . With
respect to existing Federally owned properties which hav e
suffered flood damage or which may be subject thereto ,
the responsible agency head shall require conspicuou s
delineation of past and probable flood heights so as t o
assist in creating public awareness of and knowledge abou t
flood hazards . Whenever practical and economically fea-
sible, flood proofing measures shall be applied to existin g
facilities in order to reduce flood damage potential . "

Other paragraphs extended the policy to occupance in which Fed-
eral grants, loans, or mortgage insurance is involved and to disposal of
Federal lands and properties, and to land use planning .

The Corps of Engineers has greatly broadened its policy and ser-
vice with reference to flood control and created a new program, The Floo d
Plain Management Service, to implement the policy -- with branches i n
each district . 17 The Flood Plain Management Service is headed at th e
Chief of Engineers level by geographer George Phippin . In Oregon, Mr .
William Akre heads the Portland District unit, from which a number o f
valuable publications have come . Finally increased and more comprehen-
sive effort toward solution of the flood problem with special reference t o
occupance is evident in many State studies .

What remains, is to significantly implement the new policy through
appropriate cooperative action by local, state, and federal agencies includin g
research, education and regulation .

17 See "Water and Environmental Quality, " published by WRRI, Orego n
State University, January 1968, pp . 51-58 .
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MAJOR FLOODS AND DAMAGE IN THE OREGON AREA '

Date

November-December 194 2

December 194 5

December 1946

June 1948

January 195 3

December 195 5

June 195 6

February 195 7

December 196 4

December 1965

Area

	

Million Dollar s

Willamette River

	

6 . 9

Willamette River

	

6 . 0

Willamette River

	

5 . 5

Columbia 2

	

102 . 0

California/Oregon/

	

5 . 9
Washington

West Coast 3

	

154 . 5

Columbia4

	

14 . 0

Snake River

	

20 . 5

California/Oregon

	

415 . 8

Oregon

	

5 . 7

Climatological Data National Summary Annual 196 6
These do not include all occurrences of flood stage, but onl y
those identified by the Weather Bureau as "major . "

z For a special review see, Monthly Weather Review, January 1949 .

3 'For a special review see, Climatological Data National Summary
December 1955 .

4For a special review see, Climatological Data National Summary
Annual 1956 .

TABLE 1
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FLOOD DAMAGE ESTIMATES BY STATE AND NATION '

Year Oregon Nation
(millions of dollars )

1965 5 .7 78 8

1964 187 .1 652

1963 0 .3 17 8

1962 1 .6 75

1961 0 .8 15 4

1960 0 .4 93

1959 0 .02 14 1

1958 0 .4 21 8

1957 0 .3 36 0

1956 6 .4 6 5

1955 9 .5 995

Climatological Data National Summary Annual 1966 .
According to the Weather Bureau estimates the national averag e
flood loss is $400 million annually based on the 15 year perio d
1951-1965 and adjusted to 1965 price index . Climatological
Data National Summary Annual 1966, p . 113 .

This appraisal of loss does not compare with the Corps of
Engineers estimates because of different methods an d
inclusions .

TABLE 2
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FLOOD DAMAGE

ESTIMATES IN WILLAMETTE RIVER BASIN '

Type of Damage

	

Thousands of Dollar s

	1943	 1955	 1961	 1964	

Agricultural

	

2,324

	

5,396

	

3,098

	

16,42 1

Residential

	

136

	

331

	

32

	

9,205

Commercial

	

256

	

147

	

124

	

7, 39 8

Industrial

	

1,518

	

700

	

97

	

10,770

Highway, Utility, Railroad

	

446

	

502

	

140

	

15,804

Transportation Interruption

	

47

	

-

	

1,91 2

Revetment, Navigation Facility

	

682

	

1,456

	

262

	

7,325

Emergency Expenditure

	

17

	

10

	

846

Miscellaneous

	

283

	

126

	

47

	

1,06 8

Totals based on actual damages

	

5, 709

	

8, 668

	

3, 800

	

70, 74 9

Totals based on 1965 price s
and developments

	

15,920

	

11,147

	

4,157

	

70,74 9

Corps of Engineers Data

TABLE 3
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WILLAMETTE RIVER STAGES - EUGENE, ALBANY, SALEM '

The significant flood abatement accomplishments by the Corps o f
Engineers is made clear by the following table of recorded flood stages o n
the Willamette River with estimates of natural flow .

Year
Recorded Stage Levels at Probability o f

Reoccurenc eEugene 2 Albany Salem

Bankful stage 20 .2 14 13 .3 Annual
Major flood 29 .0 26 25 .0 4

1861 37 .2 36 .0 39 .2 160

1890 36 .0 33 .9 36 .5 6 2

1943 (31 .5) 2 (31 .0) (29 .4) 1 2
31 .0 30 .5 28 . 8

1945 (35 .0) (30 .4) (26 .9) 8
34 .2 29 .8 26 . 5

1946 (27 .0) (26 .3) (27 .1) 5
26 .5 25 .8 26 . 7

1948 (29 .5) (29 .3) (26 .1) 5
29 .0 28 .7 25 . 6

1953 (31 .5) (29 .5) (28 .7) 9
29 .0 28 .0 26 . 2

1955 (32 .8) (31 .2) (29 .5) 1 0
22 .0 26 .7 25 . 2

1956 (30 .0) (24 .4) (20 .9) 2
19 .6 17 .2 15 . 1

1961 (33 .0) (30 .9) (29 .6) 1 5
24 .8 27 .7 25 .5

TABLE 4

(Continued on next page )
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Year
Recorded Stage Levels at Probability of

Reoccurenc eEugene Albany Salem

1964 (39 .0) (35 .2) (37 .3) 100
24 .2 28 .9 29 . 8

1965 (26 .6) (27 .5) (28 .3) 7
17 .7 22 .5 26 .0

1 Corps of Engineers Data, Portland District .

z The levels refer to gage readings and are not comparable between stations .
Also the gage level at Albany was recently lowered 5 feet and at Salem 8
feet .

s Since 1943, estimated levels (had there been no abatement structures i n
operation) are shown in ( ) and actually observed levels indicated below .
The difference, of course, reveals the amount of abatement accomplished .

4 Averaged for Salem and Albany gaging station .

TABLE 4

(Continued from previous page )
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Presented May 23, 1968 by A . WARREN JONES, Executive Secretary ,
Willamette Basin Project Committee, Salem, Oregon .

Wel&,maa

~'a¢~c .Study

I t is a real privilege for me to have an opportunity to participate in your
seminar today . I do not intend to explain in detail the study, now in

progress, of the Willamette Basin by the Willamette Basin Task Force .
This has been accomplished by members of the task force in previou s
seminars . Rather it will be my purpose to try to clarify some misunder-
standings as to what is meant by "a plan for the basin" and what will happe n
to the plan after the task force has completed the study .

I wish also to share with you today some of the ideas we have foun d
helpful to local committees in their efforts to obtain projects in their are a
to meet their needs .

The Willamette Basin Study was authorized by a resolution o f
Congress in 1961 . It directed the Corps of Engineers to review and up-dat e
their previous studies of the basin .

Before the study was funded there was a change of emphasis towar d
comprehensive river basin planning . The study plan was changed to include
all Federal and State agencies dealing with water and related land resources .

It started in 1963 and the study group is called the Willamett e
Basin Task Force . Its work is scheduled to be completed in June 1969 .

The objective of the study is to formulate, for the basin, a plan
for water and related land resource use and development which will utiliz e
available resources to meet current and foreseeable needs . Such a plan
will provide, consistent with private development and to a degree indicate d
by judgment and economic considerations, for control, conservation, and
use of the water and related land resources of the basin in the interests o f
the well-being of the people of the basin and the state .
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A framework plan will be prepared as a guide 'to the nature and
timing of continued development, both immediate and long range . Recom-
mendations will be made for initiation, in a ten- to fifteen-year period
following study . completion, of improvements such as project modifications ,
new projects, continuation of programs, and adoption of new programs a s
determined to be needed and justifiable .

PRELIMINARY , PLA N

Individuals and committees have, by ,a series of public meeting s
held by the task force, been afforded an opportunity to outline their need s
and express their desires . This has also been a continual process by mean s
of personal contact and written communication . It appears that the task
force has done an outstanding job of keeping the lines of communication wit h
the local people open throughout the study . The inventory of available re-
sources has been completed and the task force is, now in the plan formu-
lation stage of the study . It is expected that a preliminary plan will be pre-
sented to the public within the next two months .

The preliminary plan will show where the water is, where it will '
be needed and in what amount . It will show the present structures, thos e
under construction and those authorized . A comparison of these finding s
will point out the deficiencies between what we have and what the projecte d
needs are .

Additional projects and programs will then be listed which, in th e
opinion of the task force, will meet the needs of the basin to about the yea r
2020 . Recommendation will be made for initiation of projects in a ten- t o
fifteen-year period following the study .

After the public has had an opportunity to comment on the plan th e
task force will make such changes as it deems proper and present the fina l
plan to the public .

Let us, for a moment, examine how this report will get from th e
task force to the Congress . It will first go to the Pacific Northwest Rive r
Basins Commission for review . It will incorporate its comments and trans =
mit the report to the Water Resources Council in Washington, D . C . The
Council will review the report, attach its comments and notify the variou s
Federal departments involved . They in turn will place their cover on the
report and it will reach the Congress through the same channels that thei r
own individual reports usually proceed . This last procedure is necessar y
for the reason that the law does not provide for the Water Resource s
Council to transmit reports to the Congress .
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This means that the same committees of the Congress that no w
approve the projects of the various agencies will be, at this stage, acting
in the same manner as they usually do . In this instance, instead of having
the report of just one agency, they will have the back-up material showin g
how the project will fit into an overall plan .

Some have been under the impression that the basin plan would be
authorized in one big package and that it would be constructed in one bi g
unit . Much as it might be desired by some this will not be the case . Each
Congressional committee will act as it sees fit . It can accept all, a part ,
or none of the plan .

How much of the plan will be implemented in the ten- to fifteen -
year period will depend, as it always has, on the support of the local peopl e
and the availability of funds . Some of the projects will receive strong
local support . Some will fall by the wayside because of the lack of it .
Alternatives will be found for some . Another review study will be authorized
in a few years . A new inventory will be taken . The plan will be amende d
and re-submitted for implementation . This is the way it has been done i n
the past and it appears that it will follow the same pattern in the future .

One of the things about this report that most people overlook i s
that it will contain recommendations for state and local government action .
Some of these will involve legal changes which will be dependent on legis-
lative action . Others will be policy changes which can be implemented b y
departments of state and local governments . Support for these should be
given and not overlooked by the local people of the basin .

I cannot-let this opportunity pass without commending those wh o
have served on the task force and their back-up personnel . I have watched
the progress of this study very closely . It has not been easy to weld all o f
the various agencies and their people together into a team . They have bee n
plagued with shortages of both manpower and funds . They have all contri-
buted their knowledge and experience in their special fields . My observation
leads me to the conclusion that they have shown a personal dedication beyon d
the mere requirements of their duties . I have great admiration for them .

Because this report will be the result of the joint efforts of all o f
the Federal and State agencies dealing with water and related land resource s
it would appear that the report will carry great weight with the Congress .
This concept of river basin planning is comparatively new . Not many area s
of the United States will have the advantage of this type of report to depen d
on . It could mean a little less competition until they catch up .
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LOCAL COMMITTEE ACTIO N

The planning and development of natural resources is a continuin g
process . It takes hard work over a long period of time by local intereste d
people to keep pace with ever-increasing needs . Their projects will no t
just start when the report is completed . Much more planning by the agen-
cies will be needed to bring them up to construction requirements . This i s
going to take action by local people and it is going to take much more tha n
just saying "we want . "

The Willamette Basin Project Committee will continue to assist i n
any way possible . A strong well-informed local committee will be a
necessity in many instances and we will help them to the extent that the y
desire . That is why the balance of my presentation will be devoted t o
recommendations for local committee action .

At the annual meeting of the Oregon State University Wate r
Resources Research Institute results of a survey made throughout the state
indicated that people did not know where to turn for information and help i n
their effort to develop their water resources .

In 1935 Governor Charles Martin indicated the same problem an d
suggested the need for a basin-wide citizens committee to help coordinat e
the efforts to solve the flood problem of the basin . Thus the Willamette
Basin Project Committee was born .

For over thirty years this committee, with local committees i n
each of the counties of the basin, has been doing its best to help the loca l
people with their projects and to keep them informed .

With the advent of multi-purpose projects and the concept of basin -
wide planning with many State and Federal agencies involved, plus the many
State and Federal laws that apply, it is very hard for citizens to know
where to start and how to keep informed .

The services of our committee are available upon request and are
only limited by available staff time . Over the past several years thes e
requests have been increasing and we can look forward to an increase i n
this trend over the next several years .

Study funds for these projects are not unlimited . Certainly we
want all the development in the basin that we can get but if there are no t
enough funds for all proposals then it would seem that they should be used
where there is the best chance for strong local support . Many time s
leadership has obtained study money without ascertaining whether those wh o
will have to pay for the project are ready or willing to do so . Thus, we
have study money spent and still do not get the project .
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It seems that where the project calls for large payments by th e
local people, such as irrigation projects, an effort should be made in ad-
vance to find out if there are enough people who are ready and willing t o
pay the cost .

We suggest to the local committees that they make an inventory o f
this need and support, by personal contact with the people of the area . Each
potential user is requested to sign the statements that apply to his property .
Of course, he incurs no legal obligation but those who have to apply fo r
study funds can be sure that the information actually reflects the views o f
the landowner .

In all cases where our help is requested we have in turn requeste d
the committee to follow a course of education that will prepare them t o
carry through the many details necessary in project development . Following
is an outline for committee action which has proven quite successful .

OUTLINE FOR RESOURC E
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE AGENDA

1. Preliminary orientation .
Here they should be informed of the scope of their activities ,
the time that will be involved and the suggested program o f
action . All members of the committee should be able an d
willing to devote the necessary time and effort .

2 . Inventory of the needs and desires of the people of the area .
Great care should be used to be sure that the written in-
ventory truly reflects the desires of those interviewed .
It is very important that the committee which has to mak e .
the decisions has information on opposition as well a s
support . Great care should be exercised in selectin g
personnel to do the interviewing .

3. Study the inventory carefully so that proper conclusions can be drawn .

4. Meet with all of the agencies (separately) to study their laws and
procedures .

Someone should brief the agencies prior to the meeting s o
that they will know what information is desired and some -
thing of the desires of the people of the area .

5 . Review agency capabilities in respect to their application to local needs .
If there is any doubt in the committee about how any of th e
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agencies proceed or of the laws and policies tha t. gover n
them then now is the time to make sure . Do not group
the agencies together either in your meetings or in you r
study of them . This is a complicated subject and it wil l
only prove confusing .

6. Select the agency best suited, in the judgment of the committee, to mak e
the study .

7. Explain to the local people .
Tell the local people, whose support will be needed, how .
and why the committee reached its recommendations . At
this point the committee should be able- to make a soun d
judgment as to whether they should ask for study funds .
Does the program appear to meet the needs of the area ?
Does there appear to be enough local support to meet th e
requirements of a project after the study is completed ?

8. Review methods of approach to and problems in connection with obtainin g
study .

9. Prepare fact sheet on area and history of committee action .

10. Present the facts and the request for study to the proper authority .

11. Maintain close liaison with study agency .

12. Be prepared to give helpful assistance when requested by' the study agency .

13. Learn to leave them alone when contact will not be useful .

14. Keep the local people informed on the progress of the study .

15. If it is a Federal project then keep your Congressional delegatio n
informed .

16. Continued public support during the study will be helpful .

17. Keep informed on the trends in Congress in connection with fundin g
projects similar to yours .

18. Learn to distinguish between planning action of the study agency and th e
necessary political action of the committee and keep them separate .

19. If a legal entity will have to be formed in connection with the projec t
then the committee should start early to study all appropriate State and
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20 . When the-study is completed and has reached the Congress no doubt
there will be a hearing before the appropriate committee of the Con-
gress . Be p±epared to present testimony if it is deemed advisable .
Your Congressional delegation can help advise you .

When the committee has reached this point, patience ,
understanding and dedication may prove to be the
greatest assets .

Federal laws anil regulatkvns that will apply . Great care must be.
here . Actual attempt at formation should be delayed as long as poss .ilbre ..
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